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Defender Selects 12 Top News

1—The Emmett Till case
2—Walter White dies

4—Afro-Asian conference
5—The rise of the anti-Negro, pro-segregation
forces in the south
6—ICC bans jim crow in interstate travel

•

7—Supreme Court outlaws bias Is public
park and recreation facilities
8—The Dodgers win world series
9—E. Frederick Morrow made White House

10—Ford Foundation grants
11—School desegregation developments
12—Row over Sugar Bowl game

Loads Of Merchcndise For Victims Of 'Squeeze' In Mississippi

1

RELIEF F 0 R OPPRESSED
INIIIN MISSISSIPPI — Despite
.1 -she fact that Mississippi had
fts "best year in cotton, it was
the worst for labor." That
statement was made last
week by a reliable source in

the state. The reason for this
pathetic situation is that some
unfair plantation owners are
refusing to settle fairly with
Negro labor for services rendered. To relieve this situation,
Dr. T. R. M. Howard, head of

the Mississippi Regional Council of Negro Leadership, made
pleas over radio, TV and while
on speaking engagements in
the east and midwest for help.
During the yuletide week, one

railroad car load of coal was
sent to Mound Bayou, two van
loads of clothing, food and toys
arrived from Los Angeles and
other merchaeidise came from
Washington and New Jersey.

About 5,000 families from the
delta and hill section of His.
sissippi were served. When the
doers of the service center
closed
ound Bayou Dec.
27 bun
a of people were

left crying because there was
not enough for everyone. Many
children received nothing be.
fore or after Christmas. The
move to aid the victims of
economic reprisals was spear-

headed by the Council of Leadership, aided by the United Order of Friendship of America,
headed by Dr. R. L. Drew, the
Knights and Daughters of Tabor, led by P. m. smith; the

Clarksdale and Mound Bey)*
American Legion Posts and
auxiliaries, and the V. F. W.
Shown are members of the relief committee distributing the
merchandise.(Mason Photos)

With the general atmosphere growing more and more dense with the
fog of confused emotions and expressions on the issues of desegregation and its various connotations, it might be well for our people, the
principal minority involved in the issue, to take cognizance of some
individual steps which can and should be taken to insure the achieve.
went of racial goals.
For example, those among as who are so doing, should stop going
In the back doors and side entrances of cafes, theatres and other establishments which won't permit Negroes to enter the front door.
This should be done even though oae has to go out of his or her way
to make purchases in an atmosphere of self-respect.
Those persons among us who thoughtlessly or indifferently bow to
the Jim Crow god Baal voluntarily, should be the ridiculousness of
the position, when in the face of expressed desire for first-class
tisenshlp, a number of our people "pay" to be jim-crowed.
That's exactly what obtains when any one of us pays admission to
sit in the "crow's nest" in theatres; to enter the back door or a side
entrance, sit on a rickety stool or stand in a corner and then band
over money for second-rate food and service; when money is paid to
go to a baseball park or stadium and set in the "Negro section";
when we crowd out the counters of stores which make no provision
for rest room facilities for Negro patrons and when Jim Crow signs
are maintained on the water fountains of the stores.
When our people patronize such establishments, thls legitimate
and reasonable question arises among observers of t h e majority
race—when they know there's no necessity for such demeaning of
self-respect:
Does the Negro really want to end segregation?
No sell-respecting, conscientiously determined Negro, who sincerely desires and earnestly strives for the boon of first-class American
citizenship, will demean himself by seeking and paying for the segregation he doesn't just have to endure.
One of the most important steps some of us can make in the curPolio isn't licked yet!
rent drive for human dignity and full manhood and womanhood
"To stop aid now," a statement rights is to "cast the mote out of our" eyes by self-desegregation—
from the March of Dimes head- refuse to be a voluntary paying supporter of shackles we can cast off.
quarters said, "would be like
pulling the electric plug from an
,
iron lung."
So this past week the Negro division of the Memphis-S helby
County chapter launched its drive
for more than $17,000. Sam Qualls,
jr, is again chairman of the division, marking the first time a
chairman has repeated.
An affidavit attesting that the damage claims which
Mrs. Mary Louise Davis, division
a former farm worker on his plantatior brought against
See POLIO, page 2

Seeks Probe Your Dimes Aid These Qualls Jr.
Of Pro-Bias
Federation
The pro-segregation Federation
for Constitutional Government,
which formed a coordinating body
last week at Memphis' Peabody
hotel, has been termed ''subversive" by the NAACP in a request
that the pro-bias FCG be investigated.
The New York branch of the
NAACP, in telegram to Atty. Gen.
See PROBE,

tops $25,000 Suit

page 2
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SURVIVORS OF FORMER
MEMPHIAN — Shown a r e
three of the survivors of J. E.
Evansington, who was known
hi Memphis as Judge Louis
Robinson, a former teacher at
Manassas High school from 1922
to 1923 and a postman here from
1923 to 1927. Mr. Evansington's
body was found on Christmas
e in Long Lake, near Drew,
iss with neck broken. The
mysterious case became even
more baffling when a suicide
note was found on the body.

S

' ,1Ve are going to let a higher
court pass on this case to find
out if tbe city can put an adding machine over there (Traffic
Court)." That statement w a s
made last week Ise Attys. A. E.
Weinstein and Harry Scruggs
about a case which was heard
in Traffic court. The attorneys
attacked the Memphis police deArtment's policy of stacking
Mei go ors top of charge in drunk

'ts ASHINGTON — Rep. Edith
Green (Dem. Ore told her constituents in a recent weekly report,
, following her visit to Mississippi,
*at "hatred and bigotry, bitter-

him in Mississippi have been voluntarily withdrawn, was
displayed last week by militant Dr. T. R. M. Howard,
Mississippi civil rights leader.
In Memphis for a business en-

An autopsy was performed to
obtain more facts about the
case. Relatives of the deceased
did not state why Mr. Evansington had his name changed.
Left to right are: Mrs. Marguerite Evansington-Robinson,
widow, of Tutwiler, Miss., a
teacher at Marks, M I s a.:
James Edward Robinson, a
son, of Mississippi; and Mrs.
Viols Parrish, daughter, of
Memphis, Tenn. (Mason Photo)

Polio patients Cheryl Soucy and Brenda Clark rearrange
C. Rodger Wilson of Chicago, the furniture in their doll house as part of their treatment. This
Ill, was re-elected Grand Pole- is part of a program encouraged by the March of Dimes to return
polio patients to normal lives enjoyed by other young Americans.
march of Kappa Alga Psi frater- Mother Lauretana,
occupational therapist, offers a helpful sup
nity at its 45th Grand Chapter gestion. JOIN THE MARCH OF DIMES with dollars..
meeting in Columbia, Ohio.
The 46th Grand Chapter meeting will be held at Atlanta, Ga.,
in 1956.
Other officers elected are as follows: Senior Grand Vice Polemarch, William Chisholm, N e w
Mississippi's Citizens' Councils should the investigation establish
York City; Junior Grand Vice are being investigated
by the U. S. the Department's jurisdiction and
Polemarch, Julius Campbello San
Department
of
Justice,
according authority."
Diego, Calif.; Grand Keeper of
Records and Exchequer, J. J. to a letter sent last week to the
Henderson, Durham, N. C.; Grand Jewish Labor Committee, with
Strategus, Albert G. Oliver, New headquarters in New York.
York City, N. Y.; Grand Lt. StratTheletter, signed by Arthur B.
driving cases. The particular egus, Enos Andrews, Philadelphia,
Caldwell, chief of the Department's
Pa.;
Historian,
Grand
G
u
y
L.
case which they appealed to a
Grant, Indianapolis, Ind.; Grand Civil Rights section, and counterhigher court involved William
Board of Directors are William signed by Warren Olney III, AsNelson. 40, of 5958 Raleigh-La- Santos, undergraduate member,
sistant Attorney General, said the
At a .preliminary hearing last
Grange rd. The attorneys con- Washington, D. C., Dr. W. Henry
activities of the Citizens' Councils Thursday
in Sumner, Miss, the
tended that the only legitimate Greene, Washington, D. C., and "are receiving
careful attention."
charge against Nelson was that Richard B. Millspaugh, Opelousas,
white gin manager who allegedly
The letter.wa., add:cased to Ja- murdered a Negro
of drunk driving. He was also La; Housing Fund trustee, James
service station
slapped with a reckless driving F. Scott, Washington, D. C.
cob Pat, executive secretary of attendant was denied bond, and
charge, but ended up paying a
the Jewish Labor committee. It thus faces three months in jail
251 fine for the former charge.
was dated Dec. 22, and was in to await further action.
Get 3rd Negro Judge
response to one addressed by Pat
Three Mississippi justices of the
LOS ANGELES — The appoint- to Atty. Gen. Brownell on Nov.
peace returned Elmer Kimbell to
ment of Atty. David W. Williams 26.
the Sumner jail to await grand
and despair are
in last week as judge of the MuniciPart of the answering letter's jury action in March.
pal
by
Court
Gov.
Goodwin
J.
state. She added: the colorKimbell is accused of the wantKnight, brought to three the num- contents were as follows:
*opie of
are with- ber of Negro judges sitting is Los , "You may be assured that ap- on shotgun slaying of Clinton MelAngeles courts.
cheerfulness and hope."
tpropriate measures will be taken See KIMBELL, page 2

Kimbell Will
Cool In Jail
For 3 Months

gagement last week, Dr. Howard
disclosed that Jim Winters of
Sunflower County had withdrawn
"all claims, suits, and actions"
named in his damage $uit for

tionally-famous leader last Fall.
Winters had alleged that Dr.
Howard had ordered him (Winters) off t h e Howard plantation
at gun-point following a d is.
agreement over an automobile
which belonged to the doctor.
The suit was filed at the height of
Dr. Howard's civil rights fight for
Negroes in Mississippi through
t h e Regional Council of Negro
Leadership, which he founded
and heads.
Winters, who has since moved

The Merigold, Miss, sohool
principal whose body was found
in about three feet of water in
Long Lake, near Drew, Miss. on
Christmas eve, is a former Memphian, who changed his name after leaving this city, according to
A gang of teen age boys, about
local relatives.
8 in number, last week broke into See DR. HOWARD, page 2
Officials and a Memphis rela- the Memphis branch office of
i111111U1111NIMIIMINIIIM1111111111111111110ffMtnellell
tive, the latter showing a letter North Carolina Mutual Life Insurfrom the deceased, had identified ance Company and attempted to
the educator as J. E. Evansing- rob the safe and coca cola maton. Mrs. Viola Parrish, daughter chine.
of the school head, showed a Tri- A. P. Dumas, manager of the
State Defender newsman a letter branch said that the gang's efforts
Unsigned letters sent to this
on Monday, Dec. 26 with a return to rip open the safe and break Tri-State Defender for publicaaddress giving J. E. Evansington into the money compartment of tion will not be published.
as the sender.
the coke machine were unsuccessIf readers wish their names
On Dec. 31, Mrs Parrish inform- ful. The robbery attempt netted withheld, the names will not aped the Tri-State Defender that her the young hoodlums about $1.00 of pear in print in our publication.
father's real name is Judge Louis money that oad been ear-marked But all letters must be signed
Robinson, who changed his name for stamps.
before we can publish contents.
However, the manager said, the
after leaving Memphis. No reason
With regard to clippings from
boys
did
considerable
was given for the change in name.
damage, an other newspapers sent to as, we
estimate of which was not avail- appreciate your cooperation.
EX-WIFE IN MEMPHIS
Mr. Evansington. Robinson was able at press time, after breaking However, notes accomaanying
formerly married to Miss Rebecca into a rear window.
such clippings should carry Ow
Clark, now Mrs. Tate, of 760 Sax- The youngsters were apprehend7 eignaistris of the sender.
ed while attempting to rob anon, Memphis,
Readers are asked to sand ell
Mrs. Tate said her former hus- other firm and it was through a clippings only for the Tri-State
band taught At Manassas, under confession that police learned that Defender, your local weekly.
Principal Cora Taylor in 1922 and North Carolina Mutual had also
Thanks, THE EDITOR.
been entered by the gang.
21111111101181Mill101991111111
111eitieleelIille111112111
lee EDUCATOR, page 3
$25,000 brought against the ite•

Please Sign
Letters, Thanks

1 TRE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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'No Secret What God Can Do With
Pennies' Is Credo Of Dr. Nelson

Sat., Jan. 7, 1956

Tri-State:

News In Nutshell

By MRS. M. R. BASS
creased steadily. Last year he
Hearts were made glad, medi- challenged his members to save
cine bought for the sick, food for one penny each day to bring cheer
the undernourished, clothes for the to some less fortunate at Chsistneedy and rent paid for the unemployed.
These were the results of the
pennies given by members of the
St. James AME church on Christmas morning.
As usual, all the money given
in the early Christmas morning
service is to make some less fortunate persons happy. Seven years
ago when Dr H. McDonald Nelson began his pastorate at St.
James his first Yule morning's
offering was but $50.
000.33 IN PENNIES
Since then his offerings have in-

Bravery And Kind Heart
Johnny Roe, 18, of 4278 Whitehaven-Capleville rd., a whits student at Memphis State college,
was being lauded last week for his
bravery and kind heart in rescuing three Negro children from
their blazing home on Thursday.
Dec. 2. Checking on what be at

first thought was a grass fire,
Roe found the home of Mrs. Cora
Sanders in flames. Hearing someone inside crying, he dashed in
twice .to bring out safely Garvin
Sanders, 5; Jimmy, 3, and little
Gerald Sanders, 1. The frame
home was completely destroyed-

Jim Crow Gets Another Boot
ST. LOUIS — An end to segregation in low-rent public housing projects in SL Louis was ordered last week by U. S. District
Judge George H. Moore. The action came as a result of legal

efforts of a group of Negroes
who were refused admission to a
project occupied now by whites..
The case was filed in court in
1951.

Checks of $15 each were distributed to the needy, regardless of
church affiliation by the trustees
Christmas morning.
Dr. Nelson, thoughtful of others,
has every Christmas Eve since
coming to St. James toured the
city with his choir singing carols
to cheer the sick and shut-ins.
His thought of thers bespeak the
kind of heart he has. He hasn't
ever corrtented himself with doing
well while others about him suffer
HIS OBJECTIVE
(Helping others is his objective
in seeking election to the bishopric of the AME church this May.
His thoughts are with the mission
preacher, the super annuates, widows and orphans.
As I wrote of this Emancipator,
these words came to me:
A man God has sent,
To help the tired and burden bent.
It's others he thinks of in this
way of life,
Who toil under hardshins, laden
with strifes,
DR. El McDONALD NELSON
, Dr. Nelson is the man, the
people's choice
mas time. He asked that only
pennies be placed on the table. To help these burdened souls
rejoice.
The result amounted to $500.33,
all in pennies. It took three men Elect him in May to the bishopric,
to carry the money in a wheel And he. his brethren, rill never
forget.
barrow to the bank for deposit.

Dr. Howard

Civic League To Map
Show, Pick Officers

COMP POLIO FIGHTERS —
I Postmaster Bernard F. Dickman, chairman of the St. LouHyde Park-Hollywood Civie, Park Liquor store, Strozier Dzitg ' b-St. Louie County March of
League will lay plans for its store, Harry's Filling station, Hack
' Dimes, receives a check for
Spring and Winter fashionette and and Sons' grocery and Williams
select candidates for king and Brothers grocery.
queen honors during the regular
meeting to be held Tuesday night.
tan. 10 at 8 p. in.
The meeting is scheduled to
to held at the Hyde Park school.
•
Major project of the league now I n,
Is purchase of ground for a cornEnmity center. Rev. M. Wingfield, '
President, said last week the Has
'group has in treasury about 31.000
By CARROL REED
The lane Avenue Baptist church
of the estimated 33.000, the land
kindergarten has 46 pupils enrollpurchase will take.
• Rev. Wingfield expressed th e ed. Mrs. A. B. Robinson is kinderAll vetrans widows and chilhope that the various clubs of the garten instructor. Rev, J. W. Wildren receiving VA pensions a r e
community will continue to show liams is church ministerMrs. Robinson has three years urged to complete VA questionthe same cooperation as they have
experience
teaching and training naire for continuation of pension.
previously. He expressed t h e
In order to qualify for pension
league's appreciation for the fine children. She is also pianist for the
support received from the Hyde No. 1 choir and plays for the sun- for the 1956 calendar year, each
pensioner must report all anticiday school and BTU.
Children enrolled at the kinder- pated income, including the source,
as it is on that basis that the VA
garten are:
Silver Anderson, Wandia John- either continues or discontinues the
son, Genevia Keel, Will. L. Keel, pension payment.
As first adopted for the 1955 reCalvin McClain,.Queen E. Johnson,
(Continued from Page It
Gloria J. Williams, Regina Mat- port, only one questionnaire will
ton, a service station attendant at thews, Ernest Long, Sandra L. be sent this year to pensioners.
nearby Glendora and the father of Dortch, Vernice Starks, Zelma L. Each person should complete the
sour children.
, Harris, Patricia A. Clark, Wil- form within 30 days from receipt.
liam Wooden. Georgory Mason, THIS IS IMPORTANT
ECHOES OF PAST
Pension, which is discontinued
The bond hearing was held in Shirley A. Miller, Charles Wilson,
She same little courthouse . where L. Wilson. Wilburn J. Gannon, because of failure :a return t h e
Roy Bryant and J. W. Milam, the Lynda D. Phillips, Carl E. Osby, questionnaire, may be resumed as
latter a friend of Kimbell, were , Edna E. Brown and Billie Ray of the date of the last payment
if evidence is submitted within one
found innocent of murdering Em- Rogers.
Ronnie 'McMillian, Vichie Eunice year from the date of the quesmett Till. a 14-year-old Chicago
boy who disappsared while vaca- Edwards, Sandra S. Howard, Di- tionnair‘t showing the 1956 anticitioning at nearby Money, Miss. ana Marphy. Sandra S. Howard, pated income will not exceed the
Henderson, Perry
E. , annual limitations. Otherwise, the
Kimbell was represented by At- Mary
torney J. W. Kellum. who assisted Cleaves, Anita Buggs, Ann Carol I pension will not be paid for any
Jones, William G. Roberts, Daisy period prior to the date of receipt
the defense in the Till trial.
Kimbell contended he shot hi Holliman, Margrett E. Hollinan, of the questionnaire or a new forSelf defense after someone opened Joan Walls, Gloria J. Boyd, Jan- mal or informal claim.
Income, which may not exceed
fire as he drove into the service ette Harris, A. Bennett, L e on
station. He showed the court a I Johnson, Estella L. Orange, Gary $1400 for a widow or veteran withDavis. Myrtle Louise Bra de n, out dependents, of $2700 to those
bandaged flesh wound.
t Lee McGarrh, white operator of Christeen Elaine Williams, How- with dependents, includes total inThe station, testified that Kimbell 1 ard Cosby and Vickey V. Shipp. come from wages, salaries, bonuses, earnings, investments, rent or
went home for his gun after ar
I
guing with Melton, who was un- I Area of the Azores totals about income derived from a business or
profession. However, business or
armed.
880 suare miles.
professional income may be reduced by the deduction of any necessary operating expenses, such as
rent, repairs, taxes and upkeep.
ANNUAL INCOME
However, such benefits received
by a widow on the basis of her
husband's employment are considered as annual income as received.
Veterans Benefit Inc., prepares the
questionnaires as required and all
veterans affairs matters without
charge. Veterans and dependent interested in joining the Veterans
Benefit Inc., and in need of information and assistance, contact Veterans Benefit Inc., Headquarters,
145 Beale Street, Room 5, Memphis, Tenn.

VETERANS'
RIGHTS

Lane Avenue
vindergarten
46 Pupils

Kimbell

I

•

5o million
times a day
at home, at

work

or on the way

$200 from Dr. E. T. Taylor,
treasurer of the National Medical Association, for the Na.
tional Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis. Standing next to Dr.

Taylor are Dr. A. M. Townsend, chairman of the Board
of Trustees of the Association
and Dr. James T. Aldrich, a
member of the board of the
association.

(Continued from Page 1)

from the county in which he filed
the suit, stated in the affidavit
that he had been threatened by
law enforcement officials of t h e
county, and told not to withdraw
his damage claims, being told if
he did he would "be thrown in
Tallahatchie River.' T h• name
of District Attorney Townsend of
Drew, Miss., w a s mentioned in
(Continued from Page It
(Continued from Page *
the document Dr. Howard show1923. He served in the Memphis Pferbert Brownell, asked that the ed.
Winters has moved from t h e
Postal system as a mail carrier federation be
investigated. T h • county in which he filed the suit,
from 1923 to 1927.
federation, formed last January in
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson (Evan- Jackson, Miss., is a south-wide or- according to the doctor,
5,000 FAMILIES AIDED
sington) had one child, a boy, An- ganization to fight
A Negro plumber, who was de- and. chief of minority services for
integration and
Dr. Howard was asked about
thony Dolan Robinson. The former the Supreme
Court decisi ons the distribution of food, clothing, nied further employment in Ya- the Michigan Employmen' Securiwife said that she and the de- against segregation.
zoo City, Miss., after he signed a ties Commission.
and other gifts which the Regiceased husband were married in 12 STATES
petition
desegregation
school
ional Council had promised for
1920.
Representatives from 12 souththere, has secured a job in DeMississippi
Negro
families
who
are
Prior to his mysterious death, ern states, about
troit.
45 persons, met suffering f r o in
the "economic
Mr. Evansington was residing in in an
"executive" meeting at Peasqueeze" exerted against them, James Wright, of Yazoo City, is
Tutwiler, Miss. with his wife, Mrs. body hotel
from which the press
petitioned
by the White Citizens Councils of , one of 53 Negroes who
Marguerite Evansington. He had was
barred.
August
board
on
school
local
the
one son by this wife, James EdThey passed a resolution back- the state. The Councils have re- 6 to comply with the Supreme
ward.
fused
credit
services
a
n
d
other
ing the controversial Virginia Plan
Court's anti-segregation school deAn autopsy was conducted in the designed
to void tile rulings of he to Negroes who are engaged in or cree. The petitioners' names were
death, but as of Dec. 31 the find- Supreme
Court and selected mem- sympathetic with efforts to de- published in the local newspaper By ALEXANDER DELOACI Jlto
ings had not been released.
bers of an executive committee segregate Mississippi schools.
advertisement paid for by
Funeral services were held at to
Emmitt Simon, jr., son o; Mr.
Dr. Howard stated that more in an
spearhead the group's activithe Yazoo City White Ciattens
Mt. Zion Baptist church Friday
Mrs. Emmitt Simon sr., of
and
five
than
thousand
family
groups
ties.
Council. All employed signers
and burial was in a plot near
T. Walker Lewis, well known were given Christmas -gifts" then were fired from their jobs. Memphis, made the Negro A I !Clarksdale, Miss.
American Football team this past
Memphis man, was mentioned in when two 35-foot trailer tr uc ks
Mr. Wright was warned to re- season. Simon was a standout in
brought
contributions
of
f
o
o
d,
connection with securing the Peaclothing, and toys from Los An- move his name from the •petition the vaunted line of the Southern
body as a meeting place.
geles, Calif. Contributions w ere if he wanted plumbing contracts. university gridmen.
MOBILIZE OPINION
He did so, but still was unable
A workhorse with the Baton
John U. Barr, a New Orleans also sent from New York's Abysto get work.
Rouge, La., squad, Simon was callsinia
Baptist
church,
of
which
businessman, was reportedly namCong. A. Clayton Powell is pasAfter making the decision to ed "one of the meanest linemen
ed chairman of the group.
Among those present for the tor. Other sections of the country relocate in Detroit for employment I've ever handled," by veteran
purposes. Mr. Wright was aided Southern coach A. W. Munforda
meeting, according to Barr, were also sent contributions.
Simon. Sr.. dean of Memphis a,hhis job search by the Detroit
in
SELLS
HOME
Sen.
James
0.
Eastland
and Rep.
The Weaver Elementary school
letic officials, was formerly coach
position,
new
branch.
NAACP
His
He
also
John
stated
that
this
week
Bell
Williams, of Mississippi,
PTA's next monthly meeting will
with an electrical engineering con- at Manassas High school.
be held Jan. 8 between 4 and 5 and Atty. Gen. Eugene Cook of two box-cars of gilts will arrive in
cern, was secured with the help
Mound
Bayou,
Miss.,
for
distribuGeorgia.
p. m. and that Sunday has been
Eastland called for a nation- tion through the Regional Coun- of Mrs. Geraldine. Bledsoe, a mem- ,There are 13 education televisfoo
set aside as "Father's Day."
the local NAACP board stations in the U. S.
Mrs. Elneeda Ayers, PTA presi- wide drive to "fight all conscience- cil. The cars are bringing contri- ber of
'
butions
from
less
donors
in
Hollywood
groups
who
are
dent, said the group hopes that
attempting
every father of every child will our destruction. We will mobilize and Beverly Hills, Calif.
Asked about his reaction to a
be present that day to participate and organize public opinion."
recent statement by a Mound
in the session.
Bayou leader concerning future
OFFICER ELECTION
meetings of "agitators" for Negro
Officers will be elected for the
civil rights in the all-Negro town,
year and a short program will
Dr. Howard said the 1956 meetbe presented.
mg of the Regional Council which
Prizes will be presented the class
(Continued from Page I)
lie founded will be held in Mound
having present the largest number of fathers and to the attend- coordinator, said the office will Bayou.
ing father who has the largest release its outline of month-long SELLS HOME
Dr. Howard only recently comnumber of children enrolled in the I activities on Jan. 6.
school.
Already set is the Mothers' pleted sale of his $35,000 home
An impressive number of par- March, which will be held Mon- and a 750-acre plantation he ownents were present for and par- day night, Jan. 30. Mrs. Lucille ed in the Mound Bayou area. His
ticipated in the Dec. 11 monthly Price is Mothers' March chair- wife and children were also resession. "Attendance in The man.
• cently moved to California beSchool," was discussed. Mrs. Ay- "MARCHATHON"
uan1H5 minej S
ers said it would have been a wonLast year WDIA staged a cause of fears for their personal
derful thing if all parents could "Marchathon'", an all night rec- safety in the disturbed Mississiphave been in attendance.
ord program featuring the station' pi situation. Dr. Howard, howChristmas carols were sung.
disc jockeys and several thousand ever,jsaid he plans to spend most
Greetings were heard from the dollars were raised through the of his time in Mound Bayou in
new pastor of the Mt. Pisgah Bap- effort. Division staffers have al- 1956, pursuant to his directon of
tist church, Rev A. -C. Jackson. ready met with station personali- the hospital and clinic there and
Prof. T. J. Toney is principal ties looking towart. a similar pro- his private medical practice.
of the Weaver Elementary school. gram this year.
He had just come to Memphis
Other committees formed in- last Friday following attendance
•
clude:
at the national convention of the"
Publicity, Nat D. Williams; Cor- Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, in Chirespondence, Mrs. A. Bartlett; cago, Ill., where he was awarded
Fraternal orders and labor unions, The Alpha Medal of Honor for
George Isabel; motion pictures, T. "meritorious service in the strugPAISOUS Vt•oroe-4-011-113.•
KENTUCKY STRAICLIT R1UROON WHISKEY
L. Spencer and Maurice Hulbert, gle for Civil Rights" in 1955.
sr.; Special projects, L. 0. SwingWhile in Memphis the wellher, and Professional groups, Atty. known Mississippi leader c o nB. F. Jones.
ferred with several Delta and
se PERCENT TO PATIENTS
Memphis business figures on matMore than 50 per cent of this ters connected with the sale of his
MEDLEY DEKSILLING COMPANY. OWENSBORO. storrticsy
year's March of Dimes need is Mound Bayou properties.
for aid to patients. M arch of
Dimes fund also will be used in
research programs which may
save future generations from the
crippling disease. The Salk vaccine was developed through a
March of Dimes grant.
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'Probe

Yazoo 'Squeeze' Sends
Plumber North To Job

Simon Makes
All-American

Weaver PTA
Slates Day
For Fathers

Polio

NOW OPEN for BUSINESS

There's
nothing
like a

FREE COOK BOOK OFFER ON PACKAGE

Carillon To
Play Bishop's
Favorite Hymn

Each morning at 8:45 a. m. The
Air Around Mason Temple, International Headquarters for the
Churches of God' in Christ, Memphis, Ter.n., will be filled with the
sweetness of Sweet Hour of Prayer. This favorite hymn of Christians everywhere will come from
a set of Carillon Chimes, presened in honor of Bishop Charles
Harrison Mason, Sr., founder and
Senior Bishop of the denomination, by the Women's department,
headed by Mrs. Lilian B. Coffey.
The time is significant, in that
this is the hour of prayer observed
IL SO BRIGHT IN TASTE...
by Bishop C. H. Mason during his
sorbing like it for
entire ministry.
sparkling, tangy goodness.
Mrs. Coffey announced the plans
2. SO QUICKLY REFRESHING...
for a Clinic in Cape Palmas, West
nothing like it for
Africa are near completion. The
• bracing bit of energy.
clinic is in honor of Mrs. Elizabeth White now returned from the
with as few calories as ball
foreign field, who gave twentyan average, Usicy grapefruit.
seven years of her life in Cape
Palmas.
aortae uNots stro4oeiro or ?Mt COCA COLA COMPANY 55
The presentation of the Chimes
by Mrs. Coffey to Bishop C. H.
COCA-Cr
"0
'MG-COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TEN N.
Mason climaxed the forty-eighth
°CAW' Is•ovelloorsol truole.werk.
0 VISE, ME COCA.COIA COMPANY
anual Convocation of the Church
of God in Christ.

40-MINUTE
CLEANERS
QUALITY CLEANING

MODERN METHOD -

num SERVICE

Dresses - Suits - Coats Overcoats 90c
SKIRTS-PANTS-SWEATERS 45c
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS 35c
OPEN Daily 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Saturday 6 a.m. to 9 p.m.
You Are Invited toVisitOur,New and Modern Plant
197 BEALE at Third

Phone IA 5-9240
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Till Lynchitig Stirs Nation; Jim Crow
Takes A Beating; Economic Wars Erupt
ICC Bans Travel Bias;
Altourn White, Bethune

sued which would permit Afri- States and spent over 40 minutes I
cans to drink at bars frequented , in the Chicago Defender plant.
by white people.
Two months after his re-elecWilliam Alexander Bustamente, tion as president of Liberia, Wilformer Jamacian prime minister,1 liam V. S. Tubman was fired at
was knighted by Queen Eliza- by a would-be assassin, Paul
Dunbar. Four shots were fired
beth.
Magloire, Haiti's , ... three persons suffered wounds
Paul
E.
president, visited the United' but Tubman escaped injury.

Labor
Top labor happening of the of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
year was the merger of the Car Porters (AFL), and Willard
American Federation of Labor Townsend, president of the United
Service _ Employes
and the Congress of industrial Transport
Organizations and the election of (CIO), were elected vice presitwo Negroes to top spots in the dentsnew 15 million-member organiThe new organization is pledged
1 to fight both job and housing
zation
A. Philip Randolph, president bias.

Compiled by
AUDREY WEAVER
In reflecting upon the events of the past 12 months
the question that logically arises is "was 1955 a good or
a bad year in the field of human relations in America?"
Does a dramatic and ugly incident like the infamous
Emmett Till case outweigh a calm Supreme Court decision extending the government's n e w non-discrimination

General

policy to include public recreational and park facilities?
realize the full significance of
Which weighs more in the bal- much
that happened in 1955.
ance of time, an outrage like the
It is easy to classify the news
lynching of Key. George Lee in
Belzoni, Miss:, or the overdue de- events of last year as positive or
cision of the reluctant Interstate negative, but it is extremely diffiCommerce Commission outlawing cult to determine their relationship
segregation on interstate public to each other and to decide whether the one outweights or even
carriers?
Can the generosity of the Ford counterbalances the other.
So we shy from making a deterndation offset the bitter ecomination of whether 1955 was a
k-racial struggle in Dixie?
Are the losses by death of such good or a bad year, It was a
personages as Walter White and year as all other years. made up
of good and bad. Plus and minus
Mary Bethune irrevocable?
It is difficult from the vantage' signs are scattered throughout.
point so close in time to the vents I Let us look at some of the major
to justly appraise th value or events of the past year.

Mi

Race Relations
Irked because Negroes sere de- ,ter and E. C. Cox, director and
manding their civil rights, race manager of a cooperative farm LI
hate took a savage spurt in Dixie Providence Community.
in 1955 which resulted in several
Following close behind Missisdisgraceful lynchings: wanton sippi in its bigotry is South Car-,
killings, the firing of hundreds of Ina where the "economic squeete"
Negroes from their jobs, the is running the gamut. In its war
burning of churches and homes, against those asking f or their
intimidation of thousands and the rights, the race haters have drivcomplete bankruptcy of many.
en two ministers out of the state,
Emmett Till lynching. They
J. W. MILAN (left) and Roy
Most brutal and sensational of one white and one Negro, and
Bryant, walk toward courtwere acquitted in the case and
the lynchings was the killing dear fired on Billy Fleming, NAACP
house in Sumner, Miss., durlater cleared of kidnap chargMoney, Miss., of 14-year-old Em- official in Manning, S. C., after
ing their murder trial in t h e
es.
tt Louis Till, of Chicago, whose warning him about his NAACP
ten, bullet ridden body was
cil of Churches voted to assist son was ousted because he refused
ssed,into the Tallahatchie river.
Illeaded by the mayor, Orange- five southern clergymen who were to carry out the Fire Commissions
A nationwide storm of protest burg has fired from their jobs all ousted from their pulpits because order that firemen be racially inwent up when the two white men, Negroes affiliated with the NAACP they favor integration.
tegrated.
J. W. Milam and Roy Bryant, who or who signed school petitions.
In El Centro, Calif., officials
Maryland became the first Dixie
had admitted taking the boy from They also have threatened the life ended their procedure of channel- state to order its National Guard
the home of his uncle in the mid- of Mrs. H. H. Pierce, vice preso ing Negro and Mexican American units to desegregate. Gov. Theodle of the night, were cleared of dnt of the NAACP. In Elloree, children into certain schools to dore R. McKeldin issued the orboth the murder and kidnaping S. C., L. A. Blackman, contractor keep Jim Grow operating.
der to General Milton A. Reckcharges by white jurists in Sum- and NAACP president, was orderAnd in Los Angeles, John Alder- ford, adjutant.
ner, Miss„ and Lenore county, ed to leave town.
Florence, Clarendon and RichMiss.
counties in the state also
land
of
Mississippi's infamous reign
Following the pattern set up in away with public schools and ,fimilitant Negroes
terror began with its ceonomic cracked down on
Ala., where all Ne- 1954 by the U. S. Supreme Court, nance pupils on a private school
• iticeze against all Negro busi- as did Selma,
groes who filed a school petition legal Jim Crow took a good beat- basis.
nessmen and farmers who were
their jobs and ing in 1955.
Oklahoma became the first
members of the NAACP, wanted were fired from
Leading the way again, the Su- state to vote to refinance state's
52-year-old John Smitherman, a
depetitions
signed
or
vote
to
preme
Court
out
the
manspelled
bankrupted and orderpublic school system to clear the
manding mixed schools, and con- i grocer, was
ner in which integration of schools way for integration. Lula, Okla.,
to leave town.
tinued with a series of murders.! ed
All wholesalers within a 50-mile could he carried out in the various became the first city in the state
First to fall was Rev. George radius were ordered not to sell areas affected by the 1954 decito integrate, Bartlesville, Sapulpa
W. Lee, who was ambushed and him anything either for cash or sion, and ruled that all places
and Lawton followed.
Miss.,
Belzoni,
in
death
shot to
credit. Now both his store and his supported by public funds must
Hoxie, A r k., desegregated its
urged!
dik May after he voted and
be open to all the citizens.
future are empty.
was forced to close it
Ilier Negroes to do so.
The latter ruling, made in cases school,
I It took a whole year of threats
White bigots forced Rev. James , to force the militant Dr. T. R. M. appealed by Maryland and Geor- several weeks later because of the
H. Hargrove, 54, friend of Rev.' Howard to move his family from gia, opened all public recreation boycott of whit parents; later won
a court injunction to operate on
Lee, to leave Mississippi. They I Mound Bayou, Miss., and send facilities to Negroes.
a mixed basis without molestation
threatened his life, froze his credit I them to California The wealthy
In line with the U. S. Supreme
and imposed bills on him for medic all during the hate cam- Court, the Interstate Commerce from the White Citizens Council
and reopened as an integrated
has
items he never received. He
pagin has fought for the NAACP Commission outlawed Jim-Crow school.
., wife and 10 daughters.
in his state and urged Negroes to travel and ruled that separate
Hoxie set an example for Dixie
Next victim was Lamar Smith, vote.
waiting rooms in stations and
for
at the same time it desegrein
killed
and
shot
Negroes
for
was
coaches
who
separate
63,
He consistently assisted victims
gated
its school, it did the same
courthouse
the
daylight
on
broad
of the "economic squeeze" and violated the Interstate Commerce
for its sole movie house. Patrons
Act.
lawn at Brookhaven, Miss., last violence.
....lost. He too. had insisted on
During the past 12 months the may now sit where they please.
On the brighter side of race reIn some instances, state and
the right of the franchise.
lations, hundreds of white organi- South split over the question of
No arrests have been made in zations all over the country made integrating Negro and white stu- district federal courts ordered
areas to begin mixing the pupils.
either case. In another incident pleas for tolerance, passed regu- dents in public schools.
Desegregation was carried out Bearden, Ark., was ordered to do
which smacked of a Till case, 12. lations forbidding racial discrimi'• year-old Tim L. Hudson was found nation and set examples for inte- in some degree in Arkansas, so; the University of Alabama
Texas, Tennessee, Oklahoma, West was ordered to admit Negro stuslain on a road in Lamar, Miss. gration.
Delaware, Missouri, dents to its undergraduate school
Mystery still surrounds that case
its history, Virginia,
For
time
in
the
first
in spite of a whitewash "accident" the Capital Transit company in Maryland, the District of Colum- and Louisiana State university
was to end bias in its undergradrd' t
Washington, D. C., began hiring bia, and Kansas.
Refusing to even consider inte- uate school and enroll A. P.
The wanton killing of Clinton Negro bus and street car operaMelton in a Glendora, Miss., fill- tors. The Illinois legislature pass- gration were Mississippi, South Tureaud, jr.
The \latter ruling followed a
te, smacked of a Till case re ed a law denying tax exemption Carolina, Georgia, Alabama and
station by Elmer Kimbell, 34, to any hospital which denies ad- Florida. While North Carolina, two-year court fight. '
Four religious groups and a
peat, and reflected the terror go- mission because of race, color or Louisiana and Virginia did not
mix their public schools, there large number of students- petiing on against Negroes there.
creed.
was some inkgration in their uni- tioned the University of Florida
According to the white owner of
Students at the University of versities.
called
to admit Negroes.
Kimbell
station,
filling
and
the
Southern California picketed
Virginia passed a law to permit
St. Mary's hospital in KnoxMelton a "smart Negro," said he protested Gov. Allan Shivers of
some areas in the state into inte- ville, Tenn., enrolled nine Newas coming ,back to the station Texas as a speaker at their angrate schools if they wish, and groes and had the first mixed
and kill him, and did just that.
nual June commencement because in other areas to completely
do class in its history.
aftermath
the
was
shooting
The
of his anti-integration views.
of a 'dispute over the purchase of
Christian
of
The Department
gasoline. Strangely, the car in the Social Relations of the Episcopal
one
Milam,
W.
J.
to
belonged
case
church's New York diocese callThe Afro-Asian parley at BanGreatest violence occurred in
of the suspects in the Till case, ed on the church to fight intolerand Kimbell went to Milam's farm ance in the light of Christian dung, Indonesia, and colonial un- Morocco and Algiers where the
rest and demands for independ- nationals were trying to force
directly after the killing.
teachings.
ence dominated the news in the the French out of their countries.
Mystery still surrounds t h a
It lashed out at the reign of foreign
field.
In a surprise move, the Anglodeath of J. E. Evaningston, prin- terror in Mississippi and said:
Delegates from 28 countries at- Egyptian Sudan proclaimed its
cipal of Merigold school, whose
"To permit such crimes to con- tended the Afro-Asia conference
body was fished out of Long Lake
independence without waiting for
tinue unpunished in Mississippi is which was the first such confab
near Drew, Miss., on Christmas
a plebiscite in 1956 to decide if
invite lawlessness throughout of the world's darker peoples.
to
Eve.
would be tied to either Egypt
it
entire country."
Purpose was to promote good or the British.
The principal was at odds with the
of
injustices
Smarting
under
the
will and cooperation between
the superintendent of chools of
And after a two-year exile the
Tallahatchie county. The victim's Jim-Crow bus travel, the Negro Asia and Africa; to consider
British
permitted Mutesa, II, the
Ala.,
Montgomery,
of
leaders
had
problems
broken.
He
of
special
interest
.o
fikk had ,been
Kabaka
of Buganda to return to
bus
against
the
boycott
initiated
a
them. especially thos affecting
Wen missing from his home for
line. Leaders ceport that the boy- national soverignty, racialism his throne in Uganda. Native unthree days.
cott was 90 per cent effective.
and colonialism; to consider so- rest and demands forced the
In its "reign of terror" the
It grew out a $10 fine imposed cial, economic and cuturaI prob- British to relent and allow MuWhite Citizens 'Councils of Missiig
tesa to go home. He was exiled
sippi drove two white Ministers against Mrs. Rosa Parks, a seam- lems and relations of the coun- because of his demands for more
her
to
view
the
position
of
tries
and
give
up
who
refused
to
stress,
expressing
for
out of the state
self rule for his province.
yiews that favored integration of seat on the bus to a white passen- Asia and Africa in the world toFor the first time in history
day and the contributions they
ger.
other
two
ordered
and
races
the
of
the Congo, a decree was ismake
to
world
Central
Board
of
the
Councan
peace.
I
The
Minft.
D.
Dr.
4 persons to leave.

'

Desegregation

The approval of Dr. Jonas prisoned falsely for 17 years.
Salk's vaccine program for the
In a drastic move, all but two
curbing of polio was the biggest workers were fired from the Chinews in the health world in 1955. cago Urban League staff and
Despite some early setbacks in activities were suspended for
innoculat ions because of improper six months in order to revamp
manufacture of the drug, at the organization's program- Edyear's end the program was go- win C. Berry was named new
ing along- smoothly with the 10th executive secretary.
allocation of vaccine being apDr. R. O'Hara Lanier, presiproved.
dent of Texas Southern univerBindles
'
, C. Cyrus. Chicago at- sity, quit his job on June 8 and
torney, o as decorated honorary Dr. Samuel Nabrit, dean at Atofficer of the Order of the British lanta university, was named to
Empire by order of Queen Eliza- fill the position. Under Dr. Lanbeth. The ceremony was per- ier the school was under fire on
formed in New York City with charges that credits were sold
Sir Roger Makins, Ambassador and that a fake professor (Hadfrom Great Britain, making the ley Simmons) had served on the
presentation.
{ staff. Lanier also had been taken
A spelling whiz. 12-year-old to task f o r making some stateGloria Lockerman of Baltimore. ments against desegregation.
cashed in at the $16,000 mark in
The Chicago Defender celebrated
prize money on the $64.000 TV
its 50th anniversary . and in honor
Quiz program.
of the occasion published a hook.
American Air Lines appointed
Lonely Warrior." in memtwo Negroes to its downtown staff
ory of Robert S. Abbott, founder of
office in Chicago — Mrs. Troy
publication.
Lee Yates, jr., 20, and Harry the
i It also published a 108-page
17)arson, 27.
In one of the greatest philan- newspaper which carried stories
thropic gestures in history, the citing the progress the newspaper
Ford Foundation granted a half had made during its existence and
billion dollars to various private the progress the Negro race had
institutions all over the nation. made in the same span.
As a climax of the celebration,
Negro schools and hospitals were
awarded over $6 million of the at year's end, John H. Sengstacke,
grant and will benefit by the con- publisher, announced that after betributions to practically all of ing 50 years in the weekly field,
the newspaper would become a
the others.
For the efforts it made in the daily . ..first edition to appear
sale of U. S. Savings Bonds, the on Feb. 6. 1956.
Henry Arrington was named asChicago Defender was presented
the Eisenhower award.
sistant State's Attorney of FloriEarl Howard Pugh of Chicago da and became the first Negro
was awarded $51,000 by the Illi- ever to be appointed to such a top
nois Legislature for being im- public office in the South.

Religion
The race issue was a strong white congregation in Mystle,
factor in the churches this year Conn., selected a Negro as a paswith the Catholic church taking tor. He is Rev. Simon P. Montgoone of the leading positions, and mery.
favoring integration in practical- Similarly, Dr. Edward R. Huffly all areas of the country.
man, white, petitioned the AME
Spotlighting their activities were
church to permit him to join the
the controversies in Louisiana AME
clergy in Columbia, S. C.
where Archbishop Joseph Francis Setting a precedent also was the
Rummel closed the white mission whiteDaytona
Beach, Fla.,
in Jesuit Bend, when six laymen Ministerial Association which
refused to permit a Negro priest. voted to merge with the Negro
Father Gerald Lewis, to enter Int erdominational
Ministerial Althe building and conduct mass. liance.
The same prelate agreed to a
Hundreds of Negro Baptists in
decision of the Commission
Heinan Rights of the Catholic the nation attended the World BapCommittee of the South that de- tist Alliance meeting in London.
segregation of Catholic schools England last summer. After parbegin sometime after Sept., 1956. ticipating in this session, Dr. .1.
Also in the same state Bishop H. Jackson, pastor of Olivet BapJules B. Jeannard, presiding pre- tist church, Chicago, went to Ruslate of the diocese of Lafayette, sia where he preached and asexcommunicated two white wom- sisted in communion service at
en from church in Froth, La., the. Baptist church in Moscow.
because they beat a woman who Later in the year, Dr. Jackson
had taught a racially mixed was re-elected president of the
National
Baptist
Convention,
catechism class.
He said it was his first such U. S. A., Inc., and Dr. Green
action in the 38 years he had Prince was named president of
been in the post. The bishop the National Baptist Convention of
termed the incident a terrible America for the 22nd time.
disgrace to the Catholic church. Bishop George Baber of the
In a history making event in AME Church married Mrs. Elthe Methodist church, an all- vira M. Derricks of Chicago.

i

Politics
Highest position attained by a
Negro in the field of government I
in 1955 was the appointment of
Everett F. Morrow of Hackensack, N. J., to the personal staff
of President Eisenhower.
Judge Harold A. Stevens, 57,
became the first Negro appointed to the New York State Supreme Court bench. Position carries a $30,000 a year
salary.
Later in the year, he was elected
to the bench for a 14-year term.
President Eisenhower named
Richard L. Jones Ambassador to
Liberia to fill the spot left vacant

(Continued on page 14)

Why Go Through Life
Unhappy?

LIFE READER AND
DIVINE HEALER
All Welcome, White and Colored

ATTY. BINDLEY C. Cyrus of
Chicago (center) was one of
12 Americans to receive the
insignia of Honorary Order of
the British Empire by command of Queen Elizabeth.
Award was for extraordinary

services in behalf of closer
angl o-American friendship,
and was presented by Sir Roger Making in Washington. Getting close look are Mrs. Cyrus (left) a n d her mother,
Mrs. Eleanor Dailey.

Without any question, this remarkable woman reveAls your entire life from infancy to old age, giving
dates, facts and figures and guides you to success,
health and happiness; settles lover's quarrels, enables
you to win the affection of any one you may desire,
causes speedy and happy marriages; tells you if the one
you love is true; restores lost affection, peace and confidence to lovers, gives you the full secret how to control
the thoughts and actions of any one you desire. First appearance in your City. If your business is unsuccessful,
if your health is not good, if you are in TROUBLE of any
kind, you should see this TRULY GIFTED READER.
She has helped thousands — Why not you?

1
2 PRICE 50c with this Clipping.
READINGS AT /
2 Locations — Stop at either location.
BOTH ARE LICENSED BY SHELBY COUNTY.

Whether It's ...
For a pleasant moment, or an occa-.
sion, get your favorite Liquor, Wine
or Gin at

QUALITY LIQUORS
321 Beale

They are two of nine sisters. They have given satisfaction where other readers have failed — all readings
are guaranteed satisfactory.
MADAM SADIE — Located at
2465 So. Bellevue Blvd. at Alcy
Road. Highway 51 S. Phone Wk.
6-1073. Whitehaven bus stops
i n front of MADAM SADIE'S
house at the City Limit.

"We have what it takes to keep you in
Fine Spirits"

MADAM LILLIAN — I,oceN41
at 3565 Lamar opposite the
Post Office in Oakville. 4.1rile
from city limit line. Oakville
Airport Capeville bus runs at
2:00, 3:55: 5,15 end 6:30 p.m.

MADAM LILLIAN READS IN HER
PRIVATE HOME — Phone 34-4273
o.

4

by the death of Jesse Locker. In Chicago two more Negroes
were elected councilmen, boosting the total number to five and
making Chicago's Negro percentage of legislature representation
the best of any major city in
the U. S.
Walter Gordon of Los Angel.'
was named governor of the Virgin Islands atfer Archie Alexander
resigned .under fire. In Congress,
Rep. Adam C. Powell held up
two major bills by tagging anti..

THE STORY OF YOUR LIFE IS WRITTEN
IN YOUR HAND

O

Foreign

EMMETT TILL

CASH FOOD STORES
GREATER WHITE STONE

NEW TYLER AME
New Tyler's church schedule for
The Greater White Stone Baptist
Sunday consists of regular servchurch is observing "Lo valty ices.
The Sunday school_ will be
'''"" Week." The observation began in
held at 9::30 a.m. Prof: Isaiah
au— high spirits on Jan. 2 with the Goodrich, Jr.,and Mrs. Alma nowtheme "Loyalty to Christ.'' Rev. en will conduct
it.
G. T. Thomas delivered the iniRev. H. W. Henning, the pastor,
••••"- tiative sermon. The deacons, trus- will deliver a sermon at 11 a.m.
s.- tees, mothers, Missionary Society Music will be rendered by the corn•-•••-• and Matrons sponsored it.
bin.ed choirs. The ACE League at
On Tuesday night, the Rev. W. 530 p.m. will be under the direc'
H. Brewster of East Trigg Avetion of Miss J. Flowers.
nue Baptist church added another
The pastor will deliver another
message of inspiration to the celesermon at 7:30 p.m.
bration. It was sponsored by No. PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
2 Usher Board, Volunteer Circle,
"Church Installation" began at
— Dr. Watts. chorus, and Red Circle
the Progressive Baptist church on
Wednesday, Jan. 4. The Macedonia
The Rev. R. W. Norsworthy,
Baptist church was guest. Macepastor of Mt. Moriah B a ptist
donia's pastor, Rev. L. M. Morchurch, spoke on Wednesday night.
ganfield, delivered the sermon.
The Blue Ribbon Circle, Pilgrim
The Pleasant Green Ba ptist
Travelers club, No. 3 choir and
church will take part in ThursSunshine Band were in charge.
service. Its pastor, Rev. S.
' Thursday night's message will be day's
Hamptoa, will officiate.
L.
brought by Rev. Roy Love of Mt.
On Friday, Rev. C. B. Burgs of
CA
Nebo Baptist church. The sponsors
New Hope Baptist ch,rch will
are No. 1 choir, No. 1 Us h e r speak.
Rev. Burgs' address will
Board, and Morning Star Circle.
astaillr
installation service.
' Lane Avenue's pastor, Rev. J. end the church
Althls,,Amebas-"p
l
a
laying will be the nle....sweamT• ,
corner-stone
A
W. Williams, will officiate on Fri,
Progressive,
attraction
at
3/.44.1
-41b-iz '
day night. The No. 1 choir, junior central
Sunday. The stone was laid by the
'Choir, Sunday school and Baptist
LINKED
hi
wedding
rites
on
ly at her residence, 984 Texas,
Lodge 184. Rev.
Training Union will be in charge. Nelson McGavock
Christmas Day were Rev. and
Charles F. Williams will preside.
and Rev Johnson, who is asSunday wil mark the culmination
Mrs. Julius Johnson. The cereParticipating, also, will be t h e
sistant pas or of the Mt. Moof the "Loyalty Week" observamony, performed by Rev.
Baptist church. Rev.
Vilgrim
Rest
tion with installation of officers
riah Baptist in Chicago, will
Charles
J.
Patterson. was at
Lee. the pastor, will deliver
and a dynamic sermon. Rev. C. C. M.
the
home
of
return
Neal,
Willie
1396
to the Windy City. He
sermon. Pilgrim Rest's choirs
M. Lee, pastor of Pilgrim Rest the
Adelaide. a friend. Mrs. Johnresides there at 736 W. Black.
render
music.
the
will
Baptist church, will install the offihawk. (Peoples Photo).
A. J. Terry, superintendent, will son will remain here temporaricers and deliver the sermon. The
program begins at 3 p.m. Miss . be in charge of the Sunday school
Frankie Gaines will be mistress of at 9:30 a.m. A thought-provoking
sermon will be presented during
ceremony.
Sunday school at 9:30 \\ill be the morniing worship at 11 a.m.
Collins, the pastor, will
under the supervision of Joseph Rev .0. C.
McGhee. The pastor, Rev. A. R. deliver it. Alfred Thurman directs
the Baptist Training Union at 6
Williams, officiates during t h
p.m.
morning worship at 11 a.m. BapA musical will be rendered at
tist Training Union starts at 6:30
8 p.m. The young people of the
p.m. Regular service will be held
church will present it.
- at 7:30 pm.
The public is invited.
The Sears - Roebuck Foundation has awarded the
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
ST. JAMES AME
National
Association of Colored Women's Clubs $50,000
An annual meeting is slated for
St. James' Men Service League
Friday night at the Bethlehem will sponsor a dinner in the
annex to launch a five - city project to improve housing for NeBaptist church. Plans will be map-. of the church, Sunday, at 3 p.m. groes.
ped out for the new year. Rev. All men are asked to be present.
Announcement of the grant was made this week by
I. R.. Bibbs, the pastor, will pre- The women are invited also.
Mrs. Irene McCoy Gaines, naside.
0. D. Hayes is the president. The tional president of NACW,
who. will be a sweepstakes award to the
' Services at the church, Sunday, secretary is C. E. Butler.
said the project would begin in,
will begin at 9:30 a.m. Superinbest regional finalists amounting I
William Jackson conducts t h e five major cities, Chicago, Los
Antendent B. H. Holman will hold Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. A
$5,000. There is a stipulation,
ser- geles. Washington, Birmingham,
Sunday school at this time.
however, that prizes won must be
mon by the pastor, Rev. H. Mc- and Tacoma, Wash.
' The pastor delivers the morning Donald Nelson, will be heard
at 11
Undertaken as a two-year proj- utilized for some reighborhood im'message at 11 a.m. Combined a.m. The choirs of the church will
ect, it will include numerous oth- provement project.
Choirs will furnish the In u sic. furnish the music. At 6 p.m.,
Mrs. er cities in as many as 42 states. Judging will be done by a cornJames Peoples will direct the Bap- Dora Whitson will direct
the ACE The Foundation has agreed to fi- mittee of five persons yet to be
tist Training Union at 6:30 p.m. League.
nance the NACW during the entire selected.
' There Will be a sermon at 7:30
Devotion and a sermon will be period.
The over-all project of which
held at 7:30 p.m.
The $50,000 Is an initial grant to the contest is a part will cover
P.m
'
The
The Lelia Hall Missionary Aux- Which other funds will be added a two year period. Mrs. Spaulding
iliary held its Christmas party at as the project progresses. The will travel in each of the cites
the residence of Mrs. Thelma Mc- funds will be used for adminis- chosen to direct activities.
Kissie. Christmas gifts were ex- tration and for prizes in contests
changed by secret pals and vari- during the project.
ous games were enjoyed by alL
Mrs. Jane "siorrow Spaulding who
The ladies were served a delect- served on the staff of the Health,
able repast by the hostess.
Welfare and Education DepartNEW HOPE BAPTIST
ment during the secretaryship of
Services at the New Hope Bap- Mrs. Oveta C. Hobby. has been
LAUREL, Miss. — A dream of a
tist church will be regular Sun- appointed director of the project group of physicians and citizens
By HARRY TRIMBORN
day. The Sunday school will be- by Mrs. Gaines.
was realized here recently with
ATLANTA — (INS) — Council- gin at 9:30 a.m. Rev. W. E. EdObject of the project is the re- the formal dedication of the Southmen of the American Association wards will deliver the sermon at habilitation of blighted arias eastern Benevolent hospital.
for the Advancement of Science 11 a.m.
where possible and the prevention
An interracial group attended
put off last Friday a vote on a
Baptist Training Union will be of blight in other areas. Mrs. ceremonies for the opening of the
resolution that would keep the or- held at 6 pm. The evening service Spaulding will travel in each of 20-bed hospital.
ganization from holding its annu- will start at 7:30 p.m.
the cities all during the year to
Among those who worked for the .
al conventions in cities where raRegular prayer meeting will be direct activities. _
establishment of the hospital are ;
cial segrgation is practiced.
Contests will be held on a neigh- Dr. H. L. Knaive. Dr. T. J. Barnes,
held Wednesday night.
Rev. Joe Allen is the minister. I borhood improvement basis.
Pr. B. E. Murphy, E. D. Dukes,
Only 8.5 of the 325 council memi The neighborhood improvement the Rev. T. W. Patterson, the Rev..
bers were present at the closed
contests, slated to begin Feb. 1i T. J. Williams and T. H. Dunbar.
meeting to consider the issue.
and continue for one year, will' All were named members of the
They voted 72-to-I3 to take a mail
involve more than 3.000 clubs of board of trustees.
ballot of all council members raththe NACW.
er than make the decision themDr. Barnes .s chief medical diAccording to Mrs. Gaines, each rector; Dr. Knaive. assistant med.
selves.
of the five regions participating teal director, and Dr. J. M. HowThe association's 122nd annual
in the contest will receive awards ard, hospital surgeon.
meeting in Atlanta was boycotted
totaling $4.000. First prize will be
. by one of its affiliated groups, the
$1,500; second prize $1,000; third With Science Academy
section on anthropology.
prize $500. and fourth prize—four
That section's chairman, Dr. W
Dr. Lloyd A. Hall, technical dieach of $250.
Montague Cobb, of Howard unirector of the Griffith Laboratories,
Beside
regional
prizes,
the
there Inc.,
versity, Washington, D. C., exChicago, was unanimously
MILFORD, Del. — The presiplained his group would not take
elected a Fellow of the New York
dent
of
the
Milford
High
school
part in the Atlanta meeting beafter the old board resigned rath- Academy of Science (founded in
cause it was "at a place where . Parent Teachers Association, on er than oust 11 Negroes it had 1917) for his outstanding scientific
whose
lawn
a
fiery
cross
w a s admitted to
there is segregation in hotels, resMilford schools.
achievements.
taurants and public transporta- burned, said he interpreted the incident
"as
the
response
of
some
tion."
Cobb and other individuals, plus persons in the community to my I
such organizations as the Nation- stand that since the law of the
al Association of Science Writers, land provides for racial integrathe Council for Advancement of tion in the schools, making it efNegroes in Science, and the Amer- fective is the duty of all good citiican Association of Scientific Work- zens."
The fiery cross, long associated
ers submitted similar pet itcms
asking the AAAs not to meet in with the Klu Klux Klan, was found
cities where racial segregation is ; on the property of Robert Jacuette
SPIRITUAL HELP
who earlier had protected t h e
By Indian Chemist
practiced.
If your luck is bad. if you need money,
1. JAMIE/ND, NIRO JUICE
If
you
are crossed, if you are sick or
school
board's
ban against its athThe council's resolutions comhair oornad• foe LONG.
in trouble . . If love has Passed you
ER hair.
mittee presented its own prbposal letic teams playing racially inteONS
visit to me and your trouble,
hr
2 WALNUT
JUICE
hair
are over. Success can be 'Ours. See
however, which is the one to be' grated teams.
blackner
yOuthful
for
and ask Rev. W. I. Sawyer for SD-octal
He submitted his protest in
BLACK HAIR.
voted upon next week in the mail
financial blessing. Must come in per3. VITAMIN r P.m Omani
letter to the PTA and asked that
son. um Western Union. or telephone.
ballot.
for a lighter and smooth.
Write full name and address. Hours'
Sr c•rneles,on.
The retiring president of AAAS, ; it back a student protest of t h
0 A M. to 8 PM open Sundays. closed
Mondays.
Dr. G. .W. Beadle of the Cali- school board's policy of non-inte- Ear% &Kick) $1.35 Cash eie 51.14/ 81.0.11.
1103 J
ON STIES?
fornia Institute of Technology, said , grated athletic competition.
INDIAN CHEMISTS
Phein• 11-11171
the resolution was "aimed solely
The integration question in Milo R. us Day. D.P. flotsolt $1. OVA
to seek equal opportunity and use 1 ford schools has been in the news
CREAM!
of facilities in future convention off and on for some time. The
For skin disorders. Relieves itching. Weals
cities for all races."
present board restored segregation

Scientists Put
Off Voting On
Bias Issue

Open Hospital

-

se— • e,

Meadowbrook

MILK,(Memphis & Shelby County)

4 gal

Yes Madame,
How to glamorize the left
overs from the holiday season
that we have put away in the
deep freeze is a problem number one %kith most of us. in
other words stretching t h a
ever leaning budget.
Here is a solution — get out
that ever dependable sack of
Jack Sat. wheat flour, make
a batch of waffles, a crisp vegetable or fruit salad, then,
‘‘hether it be harsh or creamed
the fabulous bird will still reign
supreme.
Now it is easy to serve crisp
hot waffles Buffet-Style — just
bake tip a big batch before
hand and let each member of
the family heat his own in the
toaster.
WAFFLES
2 cups Jack Sprat flout
1 tbsp. baking powder
1 2 teaspoon salt
c u p shortening to he
melted)
:I eggs to be separated
l's cup milk
Heat the waffle iron. Sift dry
ingredients together in mixing
bowl. Melt shortening: separate eggs, beat yolk slightly.
combine with milk and melted
shortening. Add to the dry ingredients and beat until smooth,
Beat egg white until stiff but
not dry, fold them into tile batter. Spoon the batter onto the
hot waffle iron-bake until waffles, are golden brown. Make
six is hole waffles.

PEPSODENT

CERTIFCATE
Quickly cools burn of
diaper rash, prickly
heat Special Amylum
base is super-soothing
to baby's skin. Grand
for the family. Eases
sting of minor rashes,
chafe, athlete's foot.
Get Mexsana today.

With Quality Stamps
At Beulah Center
216 So. Cleveland St.
Memphis

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
MAIL ORDER BARGAINS

Did Fine Job On Big Star Talent Show

broken tissues fast. Cleans off peeling
' akin. Relieves poisons from sumac. crackHas '.elosull many iseesiie get the things
they want in life. Your problems seised, ed lea and surface ulcers. Use on chilyour eutst,bns ar,swered,
pour lucky dren's cute and bruises. on. ounce far
numbers elven w,,ty today'
now only SIM. Send money or money
PROPHET WARD
)rdet to
PG. Boo 731. Dent "D '. Augusta. Os KROMARRIS. Day,
0, Mahwah, New Jersey

PROPHET

WARD

,

Make Ole Money—Make New Friend.,
and have fun doing both. Become Authorised Agent for the great TA)line of
1—Weds Item Wein 3--Peteweie
beauty and Health Products. Wort
3—Face Powder
4—Ineesse
Fun time. or Snare time. Become a business man or woman. working for your-fumes,
self!TA)fax cress ram. powd•re.pet
health prod.ria and flaw-wino ant DOP.
TA1 P1PtIUME CO.. IMOOrteirli
ular and will make and keep eastemere
I
JAMUL *PINTAIL, Prwaidoot
far yos. Act NOW!
8 1314 Oeetleit Ave., INNIILDIP. Chirtrolt 7 Allah.
SEND NO MONEY
fMMISIN
Air...
.
,
.?
.usin.iranev
•ehlreial
usileser
Just fil out the Couron and Mail
—and you will reset.. by return wad
mew
our four trial saniplesv—and OUT ?Medal
Money-Making ('ller to agent& Doll isoseese
Wait. Mail the Coupes Nowt

war,

THERE'S ALWAYS listenabk entertainment when Big Stsr Jr., and Mrs. Cathryn
Rivers Johnson. Second row left to KO
Saturday morning talent show kits the air over MAN watt WDIA Gable McClinton,
Maxine Bynum, Marvel Thomas, Doris .1 a a
at 11:30 a. in. A recent show brought these fine entertainers to the Towne!, George
Lefinke,
a. a a
microphone. Genial A. C. Williams emceed the Program- First row Gloria Newsom. You are Margaret White, Robert Yan/
welcome to cede to WDIA for
left to right: Gilbert Meadows, Earline Thompson, Bishop Brooms thin ynut anytime.
Choral creeps are especially welcome.

•
•
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1955 Was Year Of Big Thrills
or Nation's Sport Followers
Sugar,Jones
And Campy
Showed Way
RV RUSS J. COWANIS

BILL RUSSELL, tfoot-14) center
of the San Francisco Dons, who
won All-American honors last season with his scintillating play as
the Dons captured national laurels, is starting where he left off
last season. Big Bill has been not
only the big offensive and defensive star of the Dons, but also the
magnet that draws the big crowds
through the gates wherever the
San Francisco team plays.

Julius Is Moving Fast
r

Last year Julius McCoy, slender, ing that accounted for 45 points,
forward of the Michigan State! a new mark for a Michigan State
Spartans, was frustrated by the, player in a single game. Ferrari
narrowest margin in Ws quest to held the old mark of 39.
capture the top seasoe scoring ' As evidence that his splurge
honors for his team. Al Ferrari, against Notre Dame was not a
a senior, won those laurels.
flash-in-the-,pan performance, JulNow that Ferrari has abdicated, ius came back a week later to
leaving the arduous job of dunk- haunt the Maryland Terns as he
ing field goals to vibrant youth, dunked in 11 field goals and eight
McCoy has been swishing the ball free throws-for 30 points.
through the meshes with reckless
In five games he has tossed in
abandon.
142 points for the Spartans
The dazzling court magic disIf McCoy, equipped with speed,
played by McCoy against Notre elusiveness and deftness in ball
Dame recently has moved him handling, continues his torrid pace
Into that field of deft collegiate his name will be among those
Performers who can hit the bas- players given serious consideration
ket with incredible accuracy.
for MI-American honors when the
Julius loosed a splurge of sew. 1955-56 season comes to an end.

Robinson Adds To His Stature
Early in 195$ I joined that groupl son, over the protests of the press
Eif sports, writers who were vainly and promoters, returned to the
trying to persuade Sugar Ray camp he had established at Gores.
Robinson to hang up his boxing singer, N. Y. It was Ray's congloves and confine his ring activi- tention that he could do a better
ties to friendly bouts with his job there of conditioning himself
young son.
for the bout than he could in ChiI had just seen Ralph "Tiger" cago.
Jones beat Robinson so convin- Over the long haul Ray laborcingly that it was the concensus ed hard, He worked long hours
Ray had lost his speed, punching with the wicked left hook, drilled
power and ring craft. He was over hard to achieve the boxing skill
the hill, and any attempt to regain , that made him a terror of past
the crown he had given up in 1953 years, and jogged many miles trywould only end disastrously for ing to develop those aging legs to
the former welterweight and mid- carry his slender frame through a
dleweight champion.
chore that was expected to be
It turns out now that we burled rugged and bruising.
Ray before he was dead. In fact. ' He proved beyond doubt that he
Sugar was just a little wobbly had regained some of his ring
from a long esige of idleness.
prowess. by making Olson fight his
Just last month Robinson prov- style of battle, and then countered that the long lay-off had not ing with a sharp left hook to the
sapped his punching power and jaw after Olson had started a
boxing skill. Ray, who has reach- right. Ray was doing what Archie
ed the ripe old age of 33, com- Moore had done lastsummer when
bined punching power and deft he stopped Olson.
boxing skill to flatten Carl "Bobo"
Robinson, at his age, may not
Olson in the second round of a retain the championship long, but
scheduled 15-round championship his feat in winning the middlebattle, and regain the midd le- weight title for the third time adds
weight crown.
luster to the place he tield with
Shortly after signing the con- fight fans before he retired. Hats
tract for the Olson bout, Robin- off to the Sugar Man.

•

The Brooklyn Dodgers won their
first world championship, Sugar
Ray Robinson won the middleweight championship for the third
time, and Bob Grier, alternate
fullback for the University of Pittsburgh football team, attracted in.
ternational attention when Gov.
Marvin Griffin of Georgia tried
vainlessly to prevent him from
playing against Georgia Tech in
the Sugar bowl New Years Day,
PITCHES NO-IIITFER
Sad Sam Jones, Chicago Cubs,
hurled a no-hitter against t h e
Pittsburgh Pirates. Jones walked
the first three men in the top of
the ninth, and then slammed the
door in the Pirates' faces as he
fanned the next three.
Ernie Banks, Chicago Cubs'
great little shortsop, hit five.grand
44:44iv
slam homers to set a new major
league record. He also belted 42
*44111
homers. Willie Mays won the slugging title in the National league,
WILLIE MAYS
MAE FAGGS
JIM GOLLMAY
DON NEWCOMBE
ARNOLD SOWELL
and led the Teague in homers with
51.
The Birmingham Black Barons,
working under new management,
won the first half of the split season in the Negro American league,
while the Detroit Stars, under a
new manager, won the second half.
The above were three of the
big stories in the now buried' year
of 1955.
Jesse Onens returned here last lion to better understanding be- events and the broad jump and
TROUNCED THE YANKS
week from a 20-city tour of the tween the U. S. and far eastern vas anchor man for the winning
The Dodgers trounced the New
far east as a goodwill ambassa- countries from the state depart- U. S. 400 meter relay team in
York Yankees in four of seven
dor for the U. S. • and almost im- ment.
the 1936 games in Berlin, -G e r- JERSEY CITY—Olympic sprint
champ Andy Stanfield is the targames, with Johnny Podres, a
mediately criticized what he termOwens on the 100 and 200 meter many.
get of one part of an investigation
young southpaw, winning two for
ed a. tendency to build up the 1956
into
municipal finances in this
the Bums.
beOlympics into a "dual meet"
politics ridden city.
Don Newcombe, the big righttween the U. S. and Russia.
bander raptured 19 of his first 20
Charging that Stanfield is on the
"We're overlooking the fact a lot
games, and finished the season
city payroll at annual salary
of countries have one or two inwith a 20-5 record.
54.000 while he holds a full time
dividual stars — like England's
Sandy Amoroa, Dodger outfieldjob as a liquor salesman and has
great middle distance men, and
er, saved the final game for PodParticipated in 100 track meets afi
fine runners in Finland and Ger- ,
res when he made a great runo•er the country while drawing
many," Owens said in an interning one-hand catch of Yogi Berchecks from the city government,
view. He blamed 'the press for
ra's drive into left field inet h e
the report filed by Samuel I. Lar•
trying to make the games a tA
„ LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (ANP) the college team was one of seven ner with Superior
sixth inning of the seventh game,
Judge Haydn
country affair.
The loss of his left leg will Philander Smith students injured Proctor, covers many
and then doubled one of the two
others at.
SEES GOOD OLYMPIC
not
keep
Charles
Sanders,
jr.,
runners on the bases.
Regarding the prospects for a freshman student at Philander in a bus-car collision last Oct. 2. legedly drawing pay while pop.
Campanella, who did not get a
forming no services.
great Olympic, he added:
Smith college here, from becom-, The team was returning from a
vote in 1954, was named the most
"I think, on the other hand, this ing a four-year football letterman, game in New Orleans, when a " Stanfield was named by nap
valuable player in the National
car struck the bus carrying the Board of Education as "Coors&
• will be ose of the most interesting the college has decided .
league, the third time he has won
Olympic competitions ever held." Sanders, 20. will earn his let- players. The head-on collision kill- nator of Athletics" while be wag
i*
the honor in five years.
in Helsinki competing for Olympia
The 1956 Olympics will be held in ters although he will not be able ed seven persons in the car.
WINS MIDWEST TITLR
ROY CAllIPANELLA
honors. His pay began two weeks
Australia.
compound
Sanders
suffered
a
to play football on the school's
Hardiman Cureton, Ronnie Loud
Owens recently returned from a team during his remaining stay fracture of his left leg. At St. before he returned to Jersey City.
and Sam Brown of UCLA; Calvin title he gave up in 1953.
And his return was marked by a
The
and
Malaya.
India,
of
tour
Robinson scored a 13-round
here His name will be listed on Vincent's infirmary at Little Rock. triumphant parade
Jones and Eddie Vincent, Iowa;
for Stanfield.
Philippines- He made the trip at
about
amputated
was
the
leg
technical
knockout
over
Jake
LaBob -Mitchell, Harry Jefferson,
At the same time the crack for.
State De- the football roster and he'll be eight inches below the knee. He
U.
S.
the
of
request
the
welcome to accompany the team
Floyd Bates and Abe Woodson! Il- Motta to gain khe middleweight partment.
will b, fitted later with an artific- mer Seton Hall sprint champ had
linois; Jim Pace, Michigan; Jim crown in 1951, losfit to Randy Tur- Owens recently resigned as sec- on all out-of-town games, it was
been holding a job in the recrealeg.
ial
pin
in
15
rounds
in
London
in
Parker, Ohio; Clarence Peaks,
Com- decided by the school administra(ion department of New York City.
Athletic
Illinois
retary
of
the
1952,
and
months
regained it in two
Football is Sanders favorite
tion,
John Lewis and Embry Robinson,
Part of the complaint declared that
mission to become a member of
Now a wheel chair patient at sport, and he spends a great deal there was
Michigan State, and Jim Brown, later in New York with a ninth- t h e Illinois Youth Commission.
no written sPecificatioR
dormitory,
friends
round
technical
knockout.
.
discussing
it
with
college's
Veterans
time
of
the
Syracuse, were some of the big
of Stanfield's job and that it had
approximately
pay
jobs
Both
i
Johnny Saxton lost the 'welterSanders was quick to express his who visit him in the college hos- not been approved,
names of college football.
Evidences of
$6,000 a year.
gratitude: "I think it's grand,- he l pital. He played in the game in payroll
Grambling captured the Midwest weight title he won from Kid Gav- PRAISED FOR WORK ,
padding for other political
Philander
ilan.
Jimmy
lost
his
lightwhere
Smith
Orleans,
New
said,
title, while Maryland State capappointees filled the lengthy Jo.
He received high praise from the
tured the CIAA crown. Florida A weight crown to Wallace "Bud" state department for his contribu- Sanders, a former halfback on Smith tied Dillard university, 6-6. port.
and M won the Southern cham- Smith of Cincinnati, and was
Stanfield did not seek this lob
beaten by Smith in a return bout.
pionship.
— it was bestowed on him by
TITLE
CAPTURE
NCAA
Football lost two outstanding
"grateful city" in recognition
The San Francisco Dons with
coaches — Cleve Abbott of Tusthe honors he had won. Stanfield,
in
the
lineup,
players
three
tan
kegee and Henry Arthur Kean of
a graduale of a Jersey City High
tibasketball
NCAA
the
captured
Tennessee State.
school
has helped many young
coltle, emblematic of national
BID WAS UNSUCCESSFUL
NASHVILLE. Tenn.—The Fi-1,
sprinters and track stars since
championship.
Bill
cage
legiate
Archie Moore made an unsucfar
his climb to fame and numerous
center, was, university Bulldogs, who thus
impressive 8-0
cessful bid for the heavyweight Russell, San Francisco
an
up
local
track meets have benefitted
built
have
player in
boxing title, losing in nine rounds named the outstanding
by his organizing ability and die
record, Will resume their cage
tourney.
the
to Champion Rocky Marciano.
when they meet
rection.
Texas Southern captured the ti- schedole Jan. 6
However, the biggest news in the
rival, in
traditional
Morehouse,
a
district 29 tourboxing world was the successful tle in, the NAIA
contests
in the Atlanta. Other remaining
The municipal golf courses in players and officials."
challenge of Sugar Ray Robinson ney, and went to the finals
are:
won
bl
ing
G
ram
Atlanta were opened to Negro
a
ti
ona
1
i
!iv
it
NAIA
Lydia Elegant was sworn in
for the middleweight title. RobinPhilanJan. 7, Lane. home: 9,
first
North Caroweek.
.
.and
the
Midwest
title,
and
players
last
the
Olson
in,
"Bobo"
Monday as president of the
last
son stopped Carl
Knoxville.
CIAA crown. der Smith, home: 11,
foursome to play the North Fulton
the second round to regain the lina State won the
28
home:
Morehouse.
Women's Golf club. ..The
Chicago
14,
away
Jim Golliday equalled the world
I course included Alfred and Tut
home: 31, XavState,
of officers was held at
installation
Kentucky
He
plaintiffs
in
the
100.
of
the
:09.3
for
.
.two
records of
Knoxville, Holmes.
3,
February
party given
home,
Christmas
annual
the
ier
the case that broke tile segregaalso captured the 100 and 220 in
Kentucky State. away:
by the club. ..Atty. William Hooks
tion laws in Atlanta. .'Also playthe National collegiate- Rod Rich- home: 4
was elected president of the Windy
Brown, away; 11. TalErnie Banks, mainstay of t h e
ards won the 100 add 200 in the 10, Morris
ing the North Fulton and Bobby
and
Alabama
A
Golf club...and will be in- Chicago Cubs and top shortstop in
City
14,
away:
ladega,
Jones
Pan-American Games; Lou
Jones was Van Nims of ChicaFlorida A and M, go....Nims had 73 and 71 on the stalled at the January meeting the major leagues, is now an orset a new world record in winning M, home: 16,
Alabama State, away;
of the clip. . .along with other ganizer for Warehouse and Mail
the 400. Arnold Sowell won the away; 17,
days he played. . .He was accomaway,
Tuskegee,
officers.
18,
Order Employees Union Local 743,
.
800•
panied to Atlanta by his wife.
Teddy Rhodes. Charley Sifford, in Chicago.
WINS AAU TITLE
a native of the Georgia city.
The young slugger's father is a
Harrison Dillard captured the
"The courses are fine, and both Jimmy DeVore and Bill Spitler will
National AAU 60-yard indoor hurare a real test lif" ytrtteskskill." be among the pros competing in member of the Teamsters Union
dles. Charles Jenkins won the 600.
Nims said on his return. ....And the Los Angeles open.. .starting local in Dallas, Texas.
Don Peters, president of t h •
He won the IC4A 440 and the Nax‘e were treated •ery nice by all this week.
union local. said Banks has t h e
tional AAU 440, Sowell won the
ST. LOUIS — (ANP) — Elston
ability to do an excellent off-seaHoward, first Negro to don a New
AAU outdoor 880.
son job for the union.
Milt Campbell won the outdoor 'York Yankee uniform has been
Banks will work for the union
120-yard high hurdles and Charles signed to the public relations staff
until March 1, when he will leave
of Anheuser-Busch, Inc., it was anPratt won the 220 low hurdles.
for spring training.
The Tennessee State captured nounced this week,
Howard, a St. Louisan and lot the outdoor women's track title,
with Mae Faggs winning the 100 mer Vashon High school athlete.
and 220, Isabel won the 50. Mil- will be used from now until spring
dred Daniels of Tuskegee set a training for special projects in
new mark in the indoor high jump.'connection with Anheuser-Busch.
BATON ROUGE. La. — The j ternationally recognized pianist:
She won the high jump in the Inc.
Division of Music at Southern Uni- Oscar Henry, forther assistant diFan-American Games.
versity has been recently elected 'rector of the Havard university
Barbara Jones captured the 100 SIXTH IC4A CROWN
associate Member of the Na- ' glee elub and Joseph Cole. who
an
EAST LANSING. Mich. — Michin the Pan-American Gaines, and
Association of Schools of Mu- will like several others of the
tional
paced the Comets to the AAU in- igan State sophomore Henry Kenaccording to Dr. F. G. Clark, Southern Music faculty, h a s
sic,
nedy's win in the 1955 IC4A cross
door title.
NEW YORK — iANP) — Ray
sung with many of America's
President of Southern.
Althea Gibson continued to dom- country championships was the
Felix of the New York Knickorchestras.
symphony
best
Dr. Clark was notified by teleinate the women's tennis field.
sixth by an MSU runner in this
Other members of the division, erbockers has been criticized for
premier of eastern harrier meets. gram from Walter C. Erley, chair- each of whom is younger, but pos- being slow in the thinking depart.,
mand of the publicity committee,
VERY GOOD RECORD
ment. but no one can accuse hire
for the National Accrediting Body se.:sing excellent backgrounds, are of being slow with
EAST LANSING, Mich. — Mich- MODERN SCORING RECORDS
his fists.
j Mrs. Tette Marie DeBose, Miss Aligan State cross, country teams
EAST LANSING. Mich. — Michi- of Music in Secondary Schools and lene Knighten, Percy Moffett, Huel
Last week the 6-11 eager floored
have won four Big Ten champion- gan State basketball teams es- Colleges across the nation.
D. Perkins, Joella Hardeman, T. Jim Loseutoff with a right to the
The Division of Music at South-'
ships and finished second twice in tablished modern single game
Leroy Davis, Miss Demuth Kel- mouth that knocked Jim off t
the six title runs they have en- scoring records in their season's ern has fourteen specially-trained logg and Miss Evelyn Laish,
court Several stitches were
tered.
opening game three consecutive faculty members, several of whom!
quired to close the cut in his
are distinguished concert artists.
games — 1953, 1954 and 1955.
The altercation occurred
Among these are Dr. Frederick D. WAY BACK THEN
WON BIG TEN TITLE
the Knicks-Boston Celtics'
as their hostesses, Jeanne
EAST LANSING, Mich. — CarlThere were 38147-, nost offices Hall, chairman, well known comEAST LANSING, Mich. — Mich- ball game at Madison
O'Harre, New Bern (center)
ton Rintt, Michigan State gymnast, in the U. S. as of Jan. 1, 1955. poser and conductor; Dr. J. Time igan State first competed in the den here.
and
won the Big Ten all-around title' f these 3,43/ erwe first class, o th y Ashford, composer. Dr. sport of wrestling on an intercolMyrtle
Cunningham,
No explanation was
Greensboro, also observe.
in 1955, with a record score of class, and 15,667 of the fourth class James Dorsey, arranger an
legiate basis in 1886, and was un- ly gives as to the
1,560 polls's.
composer; Tout gee DeBose,
bracket.
defeated in two meets.
AM.
•

Jesse Owens WarnsAgainst2Nation Stanfield
Athktic Buildup For Olympic Games Faces Probe
About Jobs

Two Earn Letter
espite Handicap

of

1

Fisk Bulldogs Meet
Morehouse Jan. 6

DOWN

THE FAIRWAY
by
Open Atlanta Courses

Banks Becomes
Union Organizer

Howard In Public
Relations Office

Southern U. Admitted
To NASM As Associate

II

11,1 ,i,ethAl!

first time while guests of A.
and T, college, Greensboro, N.
U. Dr. J. L. Stuart, head of
the college business department, give% a few fine points

Felix Floors
Enemy With
Hard Right

•
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NEW ORLEANS - The desegre- Roman Catholic Church and the
gation question in these parts is a women of the Methodist church,
burning issue - but the climate and he doubted that the people
is by no means as brutal and vio- could stand up against this comlent as in next door Mississippi, bination.
where there is even talk of vioMy white informant was of the
lence and nullification of Federal opinion that the Roman Catholic
laws.
Church having declared segregaNew Orleans is relatively liberal tion a sin in a Catholic city, would
but no less opposed to desegrega- tip the scales in favor of desegretion. Opponents of desegregation gation. For even politicans, Cathhave arrayed their "experts'' in olics all, would have to bow to the
support of their position. And inevitable.
these men have produced some He was particularly sad about
outlandish arguments against de- Mississippi, where incidentally he
segregating the schools.
had been born. To put the violence
For example, Dr. Clarence that Mississippians are capable of
Scheps, former president of t h e into perspective, he pointed out
Orleans parish Board of Educa- that they kill each other as readily
tion declares that the Negro child and for as frivolous reasons, as
"with his inferior educational and did the two men who killed Emsocial background cannot possibly mett Till.
adjust to a classroom composed NEGRO
VIEW
predominantly of white children."
The second person I talked with
Dr. S. J. Phillips, president of
was a Negro, Charles Thornhill,
the Louisiana Board of Hearth,
an insurance executive and acalong with seven other physicians,
countant. He saw the economie
said that integration would in- implications
in the situation,
crease veneral disease. In other
though he cautioned that a climate
words, Negro children are carriers
of violence does exist inNew
of veneral disease.
Orleans. Indeed, nearly every NeThese arguments illustrate the gro 1 talked with feared violence
level upon which the argument eventually, growing out of t h •
against desegregation has been desegregation issue.
placed - to be sure, there is
But Thornhill had perhaps one
nothing logical or scientific about of the most astute evaluations
of
them, In another context these
the situation. He felt the controllmen would be ashamed to talk
ing clique - financial and politicsuch nonsense.
al - would bow to the inevitable
OLD, OLD SOUP
because it was economically profC. C. Dejoie, jr., editor of the itable. In other words, they would
Louisiana Weekly, label this clap- not oppose the Supreme Court detrap "the same old soup warmed cision, because thereby they would
over." He declared that "The jeopardize their own interests.
reports of these 'experts' are far
How? Well, the off-shore oil isfrom genuine or sincere, Their sue is the reason. A case is exmisguided effort is nothing but a pected to be argued before t h •
clumsy attempt to save what they Supreme Court as to the legality
call 'their way of life.'
of the states' ownership of the off"Now is the time we should take shore oil - that is, whether it bestock of ourselves and find out longs to the Federal government
where we stand on practicing the or the state governments.
democracy we preach about. To be
Tremendous wealth is contained
effective, it must be accompanied in these off-shore leases,
which
by a constant effort to make it people in New Orleans now posmean the same thing for all of its sess. If the Supreme Court holds
citizens, regardless of race, creed their leases valid, then they can
or color."
hardly argue that the Supreme
I interrogated two informed men Court is wrong in the desegregain this area as to the deeper mean- tion issue.
ings of the South's attitude toward
The point is this: Should t h e
desegregation. The first was a Supreme Court say the off-shore
white newspaper man who also oil leases are invalid and illegal,
was an instructor at Tulane uni- the rich men who have money inversity.
vested in them will rally to those
He was very sad about t h e ignorant elements who oppose deSouth's truculent posture, but said segregation, holding the Supreme
Mississippi. for example, is one Court oversteps its hounds.
hundred years culturally and ecBut if they should he sustained
onomically behind the rest of the in their ownership of the off-shore
nation,
oil leases, then they would not
But he believed that in N e w join any movement to oppose the
Orleans, despite the sound and Supreme Court's ruling on any isfury, desegregation would be ac- sue. For to question the Supreme
complished with little violence. Court's right to judge school segThe reason, he said, was that two regation, would also open up an
formidable forces in the area was argument to question the court's
working for desegregation: T h e ruling on the off-shore oil issue.

/*
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I'd like nette. Gloria, 116 Barbican Road,
to become a cquainted with some Constant Spring P. 0. Jamaica, B.
Met respectable young lady from W.L
• ••
the Chicago area or someone who
44.'s Dow'
Plans to come here soon. I re- DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am dequrtE
WELL
quire very little in a girl, just sirous of corresponding with lady
that she's understanding, home- pen pals. Will you please help me
INAMC
loving. My desire is true love and to find pen pals. Homer Hyaeight,
%Nit*
SHouD
she must be willing to give it in 32 Cumberland rd., Spanish Town,
...
mow* sotAEreturn. Must be settled-minded and Ja. B. W. I.
-roie 43U1IE..
must 'mow what she wants out of
• ••
life, atSo free to spend some of
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I woul
her leisure time with me in order like very much to have pen pals.
toideos
that we can place our
I am 35 years old and brown corn'
,MERE'S PAY etiOVER-IK-LAW.-14ER 1:4w610ERS
gether and to occasionally have a .plexioned. Doris Williams, 2 Ma- VEti
little clean enjoyment. I would ap- den st., Passmore Town, P. O. Ki ANS)SON 5041 COA‘SIPAAS CI4RDS verns4 MoNE4
preciate a photo and will submit ston, Ja.
1HEM...SikE SEL‘EVES ol nrcq-cim/ mARR‘AGE
my phone number if requested.
•••
SO...\
Larry Rowan, 1230 W. Adams, DEAR MME. CHANTE; Please
Chicago 12, 111.
assist me in getting pen pals. I
•••
am interested in male pen pals
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would between the ages oi 28-38. I am
like to correspond with some sin- a young lady 23 years of age.
cere gentleman between the ages Lysta Samuels, 16 Ricketts aveof 48-55. He must be interested in nue, Whitfield lane, Kingston, Ja.
marriage and able to support a
•• *
wife. I am a widow and looking
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
forward to getting married. I love married Jamaican woman. Would
'church and would make a good like to correspond with a nice
Wife to the right man. I'm 5' 3" American woman who is interesttall, 39 years old, medium light ed in exchanging pictures. J. MorComplexion. If you are not sin- gan, 12 Snowden avenue, Vine Ya
cere please do not write. S end Town, King. Ja., B. W. L
5".
photo in first letter. Mrs. A. Parker, c-o Mrs. L. Sykes, 2978 Ver- DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
non, Chicago, Ill. •
a Jamaican woman, single, age
• •
45, quiet and a nice dispositioin. I
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a would like to correspond
with
lnan 27 years old and would like American, gentleman, Christians
to correspond with a nice attract- preferred. M. Wright, 12
Snowden
lve young lady between the ages Avenue, Vine Yard
Town P. .
bf 20-30. I am 510" tall, brown Kingston, Ja. B. W.
I.
'complexion, black hair of a nice
•*•
grade being partly Indian. I am
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
a photographer by trade. I will like to correspond
with pen pals, LOOK MAGAZINE has reported- confession
Nov. 15. It was estimated that 39 million people.
by the two men, and
answer all letters regardless of chiefly males from
30 to 45 ye
two million extra copies have 83 percent of those purchased
nationality. Hubert Crump, 1261 P rsof age. Maynel
Wilson, 20 Lane ly paid $10,000 to Roy Bryant already been
one-way tickets to Chicago and FROM NAZARETH down to Bethprinted.
eifie st., Brooklyn, N. Y.
and J. W. Milarn. freed-defendKingston, P. 0. B. W. L
lehem, the journey that took
•••
Gary.
•
ants in Emmett Till trial, for AT LEAST 6,922 Negroes have
Joseph and Mary to the First
' DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
their version of the lynching. It fled the state of Mississippi be- OF THE $286,000 placed in the TriChristmas, would be an interna23 years old, light brown complex- like to correspond
with male pen
tween the period of Sept. 20 - State bank in Memphis to aid
will allegedly include a signed
tional trip today. The road
ion, 5' 8" tall, weigh 165 lbs., I pals
between the ages of 25-46. I
Negroes under pressure in the
crosses the barricades that sepahave no undesirable habits (drink- a m Jamaican,
age 25. Carmen
infamous
economic squeeze in
rate Israel from Jordan.
ing, smoking, profanity, etc.) and Clarke, 7 Margaret
st.. Rae Town,
Mississippi, Alabama and Geordesire the companionship of a good Kingston, P. 0.
Jamaica, B. W. L
gia, little more than $100,000.has SYRIA'S PRESIDENT. Shukry Elwholesome girl near same age.
*•
Kuwatly, in a speech inaugurathas
been used. The little farmer
I have advance college training
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
ing Syrian Arms Week, told his
who
really
needs
the
cash
to
and some money. Anyone interest- 50 years old and
would like to
people that "We have often resave his farm is ineligible beed please send photo and particu- correspond with pert pals
between
cause of Tennessee
banking sorted .to the conscience of inlars. B. Jackson, Box 8333, Chicago he ages of 18 and 30.
Females preternational justice and explained
laws
requires
which
banks
to
80, DI.
ferred. Mr. L. I. Augustus, 16 Linmake first mortgage loans on- the truth of our cause. As this
• e•
coln Cresent, Cross P. 0. Ja. B.
has been of no avail, we have
ly. Payment of first mortgages
' DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am W. I
decided to defend ourselves by
which
years,
sometimes
40
takes
38 years old, weigh 175 lbs., light
*•
ourselves."
must be fulfilled., before new
brown skin. 5' 6" tall. I love all
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
loans can be granted.
sports and a very hard worker. like to correspond
IN .PORTLAND, Oregon, last
with pen pals.
I'm interested in a light or brown- I am dark complexioned,
DR. THEODORE R. (for Roose- week, four hundred persons, instraight.
skin woman, age from 19 to 32 hair, 6-3 tall, weigh 154 lbs.,
velt) Mason Howard, one of 10 cluding Portland's Mayor Fred
and
years; someone who will appre- my occupation is dressmaking.
important Mississippi Negroes L.' Peterson, gathered at the
'ciate what I am able to give her. My age is 29 years. Bernice
Multnomah hotel to pay tribute
Bond,
marked for death because of his
Willie C. Shelton, 714 E. Oakwood 95 Charles st., Kingston, P. 0.
leadership in combatting segre- to Edwin C. (Bill) Berry, who,
Ja.
*
blvd., Rm. 45, Chicago, Ill.
*
gation, said last week that he after 10 years with the city's
•
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
considers Mississippi the key- Urban League, office resigned
' DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am like to correspond with a gentleof segregation and vio- to become executive secretary
stone
looking for a husband, a Christian man between the ages of 30-48.
I
lence in the South." If we can or the Chicago Urban League.
Man who believes in the same am 28 years old. Cherry Brooks,
Itnock out Mississippi, the rest SIXTY-FIVE leaders of the BaltiThings as L I am 37 years old, 21 Text Lane, Kingston P.
0.
of the south will fall into line, more Area of the Methodist
5' 4" tall, brown complexion, black Ja. B. W. I.
and segregation will be whip5* •
church met recently to formuhair and a member of the Holiped."
late and study the program for
ness church, Would like to get marDEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
ried to a church man between the a Jamaican. Would like to reTHE GOLD COAST, West Africa, the area and consider proposals
likely to come before the denomages of 60-70. If not interested in ceive mail from men and women
h a s already started training
marriage please do not write. Miss abroad. I am light complexyoung men for key diplomatic ination's 1956 quadrennial sesCorean Van Vanton, 305 Consly st., ioned, age 32, 5' 2" tall, weigh
sion in Minneapolis. Heading the
post in preparation for the time
CAPRILORN
Knoxville, Tenn.
130 lbs„,. and interested in men
-wihinin t h e coming year - group of leaders was Bishop
December
21 - January 20th
s *•
Edgar A. Love.
under 30 years of age. Inez Mc.
when the country will be fully
l DEAR MME. CHANTE: Would Donald, 86 Hanover st., Kingston,
'.independent.
IN INTERRACIAL News Service, If you were born under the sign
you please help me? I am looking B. W. I.
a digest of trends and develop- of Capricorn, you are a practical.
s
EDUCATIONAL
*
television expandfor a nice gentleman that wams
in human relations, the purposive, ambitious person. You
ments
ed in 1955 from eight stations,
the finer things of life, such as a
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
seldom act upon a sudden imtelecasting 197 hours per week, Till trial was still the big news, pulse. A tireless
nice home, a loving wife and writing to see if I could find pen
and efficient
overseas
reemphasis
on
with
to 18 that are airing 340 hours
peace and happiness. Age. race, pals since I am quite a lonely
worker whose success is nearly
actions.
According
servto
the
weekly to a potential audience of
creed or color means nothing to young lady. I am 5'6" tall, weigh
ice, Europe's reaction to the trial always the .result of carefully
NANCY GRIFFIN, junior at
'me, The Lord made us all. Please 129 lbs., brown skinned and atworked plans. Persons born unConnecticut,
University
the
of
and verdict in Sumner, Miss., der this usually excel in work
answer right away. Ann Hightow- tractive. I am 25 years old. work
Chicago's
compares
of
size
was swift, violent and univer- that calls for
er, 208 E. 54th st., Chicago 15, Ill. and go to school, so I do not have
organizing ability
•••
new Daily Defender, to be insal. There was total and un- and possesses
•
a lot of time on hand to go out
a fine sense of valthe
with
1936.
Feb.
6,
troduced
the
qualified
condemnation
of
I DEAR AIME. CHASTE: I am and meet people. Would like to
ues which they unconsciously
current Defender (across her
court proceedings, of the weak- manifest in
in Iltearch for some friends that correspond with nice fellows in the
every department of
lap). Miss Griffin visited the
ness of the prosecution, the be- their life.
were in the army with me. We service preferably officers o r
Defender offices to do a rehavior of the jury and the judge,
here in the east are planning sgts.) They must be between the
PARIS - (INS) - The Rev,
He had intended to stage a
search raper on the Defender
and the vefdict of the acquittal. Persons born under this sign
'a reunion within the next few ages of 25 and 30 years and
.
are never demonstrative and
Homer A. Tomlinson of New
for one of her courses. A forceremony in Napoleon's tomb at
months if we can find some of 511" tall or taller. I will exGEORGE G. GIGGERS, associate while their affectional nature is
York, self-described "King of all
mer resident of Staten Island,
the fellows soon. Namely: Otis change photos and tell about mythe Invalides when picked up by
Nations of Men", was barred
professor of history at Philander deep and sincere it is never reN. Y., she now lives in LomBanks, Cincinnati, Ohio; J. C. Cla, self in the exchange of letters.
police.
Smith College, and a refuge vealed on the surface.
Napoleon's
from
tomb
last
week
bard,
Chicago; William F. Brown, Balti- Miss Regina Nixon, Gen. Del., San
The clergyman staged his own
and given a patrol wagon ride
from Nazi Germany, told Phi Capricorn people should culmore, Md.; Eugene Koger, Man- Antonio, Texas.
coronation Noss 10 on a corner
to
a
Paris
police
station
for
Beta Sigma conclave in Louis- tivate the light touch, and not
s
ville, N. J. If anyone knows the
of t h e Champs Elysees after
questioning.
ville last week that while there take life so seriously. Periods of
whereabouts of these fellows please
DEAR MME CHASTE: I wonTomlinson, who calls himself police had barred him f r o m
has been tremendous progress reflection are good for everyone
inform Sherman J. Ford. GPO Bx der if somewhere in this wide
holding a service under the
bishop
and
overseer
of
t
h
in
e
race relations during the past but the habit of preftrring soli923, New York 1. N. Y.
storld there is a gentleman -who
Church of God, with headquar- Are De Triomphe.
decade and a half, legal desegre- tude and one's own interests ex*•
could sincerely love a divorced
He said at that time that' he
ters in the Queens section of
gation must not be -confused" clusively leads to dangerous self' DEAR MME. CHASTE: I would lady of 31. I have tsvo children.
New 'York, wore a crown and
planned to establish a new state
with the thorough integration of centeredness. For more informalike to have pen pals. I am brown 5' 7" tall, weigh 132 lbs., brown
robe designed for the "kingship". named "Eccelsia."
Negroes into American life.
tion regarding your 1956-57 Horocomplexioned. short, fat, weigh 170 eyes and hair. Who can wait until
scope and reading, why not
lbs., 22 years old. Eva Banton, invited before visiting? 'I will anBIG SANDY, Tenn. -(ASP )
write to Prof. Herman. today.
Old Harbour Bay. P. 0. Ja.
swer all letters and exchange
Railroad
and police investigators
• •
HAPPY NEW YEAR EVERYphotos. Ruth Jones. 05 No. Battery
•
have gained little ground in solvONE!.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would Place., Buffalo 2, N. Y. Telephone
*5*
ing the mysterious cast of a 31like to correspond with male pen MO. 4340.
year-old man who disappeared
*5.
Dear
B.
S.
Prof. Herman: I
pals between the ages of 20 and
from a moving train, later tried
read your column regularly and
25. Eva Clarke, 19 Barry Street, DEAR MME. CHASTE: I am
find it very interesting. Will you
stark complexioned. 3-7 tall, weigh in vain to get help at `5 section
Kingston, P. 0. la. B. W. I.
•*
please help me with this prob150 lbs. and 33 years of age. I hand's house and was found dead
face-down in a creek near B i g
lem. What should I do about
DEAR MME. CHASTE: I would am desirous of having lady pen
Sandy last. Thursday.
these two men"
like to have pen pals from any pals in America. between the
The body of Robert L. Taylor of
PatterArthur
50.
to
of
ages
25
age
My
is
A.
U.
S.
the
ANS. After giving your quesparts of
Stanton, who had been living in
tion careful thought and con22 years. 5' 3" tall. weigh 150 lbs., son. 171 Princess st.. Kingston, Mansfield.
than
more
had
Ohio,
sideration. I find that one of
light complexioned. and a bru- Jam. BWI. c-o Farrell
8200 on it. Relatives in Mansfield
them is not in a position to'ask
$1.100
when
he
said he had about
you to marry him, since he
left there.
hasn't applied for his divorce.
"He definitely fell from t h e
The other man. (the soldier)
train, there's no question about

111
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People,Places and Things

'King Of Men'Barred
From Napoleon's Tomb

Man Falls From
Train, Dies
Mysteriously

Lifer Confesses
Killing Couple

Hoee%er, at that time. they said,
Carter denied that he knew anything of the other crime. In the
meantime the Shubuta officials investigated further and thee questioned Carter again after he was
transferred to Parchman
,
At that time, prison officials said
Carter admitted that he killed an
old man and his .- wife at their store
during a burglary. He reportedly
QUERIED TWICE
received only $22 in the theft He
According to officials, when the will he given a trial for these killprisoner. Horace Carter. was in ings in March.
the county jail in Poplarville
awaiting trial, officers from ShuBenjamin Franklin was said to
buta, Miss., went there and ques- hate been the 'first to invent bi
'toned him about a killing similar focal lenses for eye glasses in
that of Mrs. Smith.
about 1784.

PICAYUNE, Miss. - A prisoner who is serving a life term for
the killing of an 85-year-old woman, has confessed to the eight-yearold murder of an aged white couple, police said.
The 85-year-old woman, Mrs. Lorene (Sister Money) Smith, was
found dead in her home several
weeks ago.

that," Sheriff Lehern Hollingsworth said at Camden,
Dr. J. Mansfield Bailey of Camden, where the body was taken,
said he could not determine immediately if Taylor died from "a
head injury, drowning or what."
Hack Miles, a section hand living near thp railroad tracks said
he heard a man's voice shouting:
"Ifelp me. help me. Don't let me
die." He said he opened his front
door and listened, later sw "the
shadow of a man coming toward
the house," and slammed the
door.
"He tried to get in," Miles said.
"I kept asking what he wanted,
and then yelled to him to go
away."
R. W. Morrison, a section foreman. also heard the shouts and
called police. They organized the
searching party which found Taytot's body in about three feet of
water in the creek nine hours latCr.

is now in a position to offer you
security and a future. therefore I suggest you seriously
consider him.
s
WORRIED. Why did he disappoint the children at Xmas?
ANS. It seems that his lack
of responsibility showed again
...he went out with the "boys"
and as the evening progressed
he became unable to take care
of any business that he hail
previously planned regarding
the children. It is too had when
a father gets so turned around
that he forgets his children at
such a time. But things will
work out for you and the ramify. Just be patient a little
longer. Write to me, I shall be
happy to help you all that I can.
* * *
MRS. R. Z. What does the New
Year hold for me? Shall my financial conditions improve? DO
you advise my changing jobs?
ANS. I am very sorry, but
only one question is answered
in the column due to the limit•
ed amount of space. If you will
write to me for a private reply in care of this paper, sending your complete name, address, birthdate and 35c to
cover mailing cost, shall answer at once.
5•*
Dear Prof Herman: My luck
is so had that I have almost
given up. Do you think things
will ever change for me? A worried mother.
ANS. Many things are yes
vealed to me for the New Year,
that will bring happiness into
your life, do net give up. Keep
trying end keep in touch with
me•

OBSERVATIONS
by Charles L. Browne
SO VAGUE

ssesss
DR. CLARENCE Jordan (left)
director of Kononia Farms,
Americus, Ga., chats with Dr.
Mordecai W. Johnson, presi-

dent of Rowarn university, in
Washington, D C., during
How ,rd's Religious Emphisis
Week ceremonies. Dr. Jordan,

who head s the interracial
farms, was principal speaker
at the unisersity's anhual Day
of Prayer service.

SOMETIMES when my wife and daughter . • Are working round the
house
I listen to their talking, I'm .. Ate quiet as a mouse
They seem to have a sort of code . . By which they operate
Or else they read each others mind . . For truly they are great
'Where shall I put these do.hicks, moms?".. I hear my daughter
shout
"On the what-tha.mu-call.it" • . My better half sings out
"And howse bout this thing•semu•jig" .. Cornea back my daughtee•
yell
"Throw em over the you.know what" I hens my good wife tel
Rut what I cannot understand . . And still have not found out
How both of them in different rooms .. Cam know what it's about.
Tit rather vague isn't it?

•

•

A.B.C.
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SERVING 1,000.000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Herr,.

-- by Not D.WiIIlams

Office, 236 Sitatli Wellineten — Phone 11-03117

with the possibility that thfs is
the year when nationally-k nown
There are going to be some Negro golfers may come to Memmighty "heavy" issues coming up phis for participation in tournahere in Memphis in 1956.
ment play, it seems that it's high
Some of them are going to call time to settle the matter of where
for a lot of soul-searching on the they'll play. What's your predicSupscription rotes: One year. $4: sin iiiP$ii. E3.50. (2-yslar 16,441 ealescriptioe tete. SIN
part of a lot of folk who don't tion as to what the local Negro
The Tri-ttete Defender DIMS Net Tek• ItespensPoility fee UnsoliciNd Manuscripts or Photos.
like the job of analyzing their own golfers will do? Reckon anybody
basic feelings on important mat- of the colored persuasion will be
Publisiti41 Event Thursday by Hi* Tri-St.,. Defender Pubi;skine Cs. Entered no Seceoel
ters. They have found it pleasant- clamoring for freer use of local
er to follow the crowd and take parks, the zoo, the Fairground faClass Metter et Hie Memphis Pest Off:co March 20, 1E32, Under As sof MONA 2, 1071.
the "for-granted'' positions.
cilities, and the public swimmingBut now larger and larger num- pools? What's your position and
bers of folk, at more and more prediction on the matter?
frequent interVals, are going to
THE NAACP MEMBERSHIP
be probing into their neighbors' DRIVE — will be coming up again
private opinions and seeking to in 1956. They are liable to be
learn where the Joneses are go- knocking on- your door for your
ing.
membership or joining fee. This
As one of the "Joneses" it might they'll do despite the hardening
one's
up
make
of
sort
be well to
of white attitudes toward t h e
Dixie segregationists have done the one in desperate efforts to stave of desegrega- mind now on some of the forth- organization's
this secactiyitie
thing necessary to make it almost impos- tion.
coming local issues. Then y o u tion of the country. Also here is
sible for the federal government to continMeanwhile two other blows, logical fol- won't be taken by surprise when a growing tendency in sdme cirsome white or colored neighbor cles to express the belief.
Akue to ignore the campaign underway to sub- low-ups of the schools decision followed.
that the
of the inevitable NAACP is pressing things a mite
Wvert the recent supreme court rulings proOne removed racial barriers in public springs some
questions and wait for your imhibiting Jim Crow in certain areas.
recreation and parks. Then the Interstate mediate reply. Sometimes, one too far too fast. And this belief is
to hostile white oppoEver since t h e Supreme court edict Commerce Commission said that beginning just can't find room for hedging. not confined
the organization.
of
nents
making segregation in public schools illegal, January 10 the Jim Crow signs in public Hedging wouldn't look nice.. .and
your prediction as to
southern diehards have been employing a carriers and stations as they apply to inter- it might lead the questioner to What's
how Negroes in Memphis will ralreach some unfavorable conclunumber of techniques to assure the contin- state passengers must come down.
memone. Now for in- ly to NAACP rallies and the
uance of Jim Crow schools.
your
Secret organizations of segregationists sions about follow
What's
'56?
for
drive
bership
seine of- the
Pere
the
of
effectiveness
the
to
First they sought to persuade Negro have been springing up for the past two stance,
es
view
issues that may crop up here in
leaders to advocate voluntary segregation. years — modern versions of the old Ku Memphis in 1956. . -and what's organization? Do you think it has
done enough for the time being?
This failed.
Klux Klan.
your prediction"
should stop and
MEMPHIS STATE ATTEND- Do you feel it
There is every reason to believe they
In Mississippi the refusal of the Negro
consolidate its gains, or keep
the
engage
to
liablc
is
—
ANCE
leaders to go along with the governor's pro- have inspired the reign of terror against
full speed ahead for its
active interest of a lot of folk in- pressing
goal of full citigram set the stage for one of the blackest Negroes.
ultimate
stated
terested in furthering their higher
The Justice Department has steadfast- education. Do you think any ap- zenship at once? What's your preperiods in the state's dark history.
Economic pressure was applied. Out- ly held that it could not intervene since preciable number of those who say diction as to the outcome of the
standing loans were called in. Negro merch- there was no evidence of an interstate con- they are interested will make any latter course, should it be applied
Memphis?
ants were denied credit and required to pay spiracy.
moves to see what can he done in
PARTICIPATION A N D
CIVIC
recent
the
of
The Jim Crow bloc has n o w provided for them in the light
cash on all deliveries. Many lost their jobs.
— are topics which
But in spite of this, the state still had that evidence. Last week in Memphis, rep- State Board of Education ruling INTEREST more
loudly and more
being
inthe
are
at
attendance
Negro
about
no assurance that the.Supreme Court edict resentatives from 12 states met to coordiin the ranks
mentioned
much
frequently
he
there'll
would not change the character of their nate their campaign to circumscribe the Su- stitution? Reckon
who a r e
standing back to see who'll break of Memphis Negroes
preme Court decisions.
public schools.
and the
clubs
civic
as
of
members
enroll
to
seeking
by
the ice
This was followed by a wave of violence
Included in the group were such high of- graduate students? Or do you like. Some mention has b•e n
)f which the Till case became the most ficials as Eugene Cook, attorney general of reckon most will decide to wait un- heard of interest in the Bartholocelebrated. Altogether in Mississippi at Georgia and Senator Eastland who has til next Fall till the school's pro- mew Plan and what it means to
least four ruthless murders can be attri- openly advocated defiance of the Supreme gram for additional facilities is Negro residence in the Bluff City.
completed? What do you predict Matters of zoning the city are ocbuted to this cause.
Court rulings.
do on this cupying some of the discussions.
What they accomplished at their meet- Memphis Negroes will interested?
Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia,
Folks are talking more about the
not
you
Virginia and several other states have ing is unimportant. 'What we are concerned score...or, are
NEGRO GOLFERS— kind of treatment Negroes receive
MEMPHIS
even altered their constitutions and endang- about is what will the federal government
normal business
are probably speculating on the in the course of
ered the whole system of public education do now.
and other
Courthouse
the
to
disposivisits
final
Park Commission's
still menare
They
offices.
compublic
tion of the NAACP branch's
in which the
munication relative to Negro use tioning the manner
growing- What's your preof public golf links, swimming, city is
as to Negro action in all
diction
of
pools, and parks. In the light
will silence be
We have been asked on occasion why sacrifice in the cause of humanity. Inci- the
growing interest of local Ne- this in 1956? Or
we put so much emphasis on the Defender dentally, the act of giving praise, so t h e groes in the game of golf, and more golden?
WHAT'S YOUR PREDICTION?
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Negro Literature Becomes An
Important Part Of American Culture

It cannot be said that the ri(lge, became a famous Shake- Or the hauntingly beautiful:
Deep river,
American Negro is an unwanted spearean actor both at home and
My home is over Jordan.
guest in the United States. He was abroad, And among the most efbrought to the New World, not of fective fighters for freedom and, I want to cross over into
camp ground....
his own seeking. but against his incidentally, for woman suffage)
In his poem, '0 Black And
will, as a slave. It was only when was the great orator and jourthe Negro became a free man in nalist, the wooed slave, Fred- Unknown Bards," James Weldon
Johnson writes movingly of the
1863 that his presence was wide- erick Douglas.
anonymous creators of these
reflection
a
as
e-odd
Taking
literature
ly resented. His ninety-som
years of freedom have been years of a group's cultural status, the marvelous song s. Lyrically,
of continual struggle against po- few books written by Negroes dur- America's finest folk poetry and,
litical, economic, and cultural dis- ing and immediately after the musically, its most infectious
crimination. Until very recently, slave period indicate the paucity rhythms are to be found in the
the Negro was denied the right of education among them. But spiriturals and the blues.
Honor Roll and such citations as the Rob- psychologists tell us, provides both the givof the ballot throughout most of two great American autobiograph- Of the Negro poets in America
er and the receiver an exhilirating, thrill
the Southern states. And, even ies, "The Life And Times Of writing in the literary traditions
each
S.
Award
year.
Abbott Memorial
ert
ing and ennobling experience.
now, there are wide areas where Frederick Douglass" and Booker of the English language, there
Since this week we are announcing the 1955
As we enter the New Year perhaps we
custom or intimidation prevent T. Washington's "Up From Slav- h's been, in the almost two hunHonor Roll perhaps this is a good time to might
verses of
among other resolutions,
consider,
colored people from voting. Many ery" were written by men- born dred years since t h e
comment on the question. We have our rea- accentuating the
appeared, a
Wheatley
Phillis
America's
are
Negro
living
a
And
earning
slavery.
in
of
avenues
positive and becoming a
versesons.
still closed to Negroes and some most delightful poet.- Paul Law- steady stream of colored
little more generous with our praise of our
In the first place, we believe that we worthy neighbors. The hell-giving that
of the major labor unions refuse rence Dunbar, ,was horn of illit- makers. Georgia Douglas Johnoue
to admit black members. Thou- erate parents less than ten years son has written some of
•iave an obligation to, as the song puts it, comes naturally may serve a noble purpose
Ma
Claude
lyrics.
love
folk
lovelist
in
The
colleges,
came.
freedom
and
after
sands of schools
"accentuate the positive." We know that but a little praise here and there can be
will poets and story-tellers, of course, Kay's sonnets rank with any comCourt,
Supreme
present
the
of
the
spite
back
keep
to
inspiration is a vital force in the life of an downright wholesome for the human spirit. The ride of the Four Horsemen, tempt
stu- were verbally active from the posed in the U. S. A. The late
or fight back the future — To con- even yet accept no Negro
individual and that an inspired people can
This year the editors in choosing the Light, Right, Justice and the sa- vince
li- moment the first African slaves Countee Cullen's poems are
American
of
redents: hundreds
them that they cannot
overcome all manner of handicaps and ob- persons and organizations for the Defender credness of Human Personality.
thea- set foot on Virginia soil in 1619. cherished by all who love music
and
halls
all
concert
is
braries,
present
The
—
past
the
stacles. Nothing is more inspiring than a Honor Roll found that hundreds of Ameri- The seeming sloth like move- call have and the future is all tres bar Negroes. Together, pov- They transplanted their animal in words. And today among the
have and nature stories to American younger poets, besides the Pulitzer
good example in the area of human behav- cans, of both races, have made significant ment of these four in the face of they
they are promised. These are the erty and discrimination
ior. You recall the old truism, what m • n contributions to our democracy. Choosing growing and already mountain- facts that make the road long. made culture a very difficult shores and adapted many of Prize winner, Gwendolyn Brooks,
people them to a new language and a there are Owen Dodson, Rcbert
have done, men can do.
Intellect illuminates all the dark prize, indeed for colored
the few we honor was most difficult. To ous size of ignorance, injustice,
disreutter
new world. More then two cen- Hayden, Mvgaret Walker, Myron
the
obtain.
and
misunderto
places which make for
Apart from these considerations, we be- those named and those we did not name, we many wrongs
days,
slavery
world
in
even
turies later, a white man, Joel O'Higgins, and Wilma Howard.
humanity in the
standings and causes frictions. In- However,
lieve that it is a matter of simple justice to extend our heartfelt gratitude. We are the gard for
popularized In fiction we have dozen outHarris,
today, leads one to think that the tellect causes a full understanding. Negroes in the United States be- Chandler
!
give people credit to whom credit is due. It beneficiaries of their noble deeds and their four don't count. To think that they
culin his standing names including Wil
tales
such
slave
imbibe
Negro
to
these
only
not
ingan
his
one how to best
KilJohn
Petry,
Ann
is a mean and selfish spirit that denies the great sacrifices and we salute and honor are either too weak or are asleep. Right tells
Motley,
Stories."
lard
Remus
them,
"Uncle
around
Justice tells one how far ture as there was
Nobody knows exactly when lens, and Ralph Ellison. Successhonors that should come fo those who go them in the hope that others in their time To conclude that the four are too tellect,
to culture themto go in the use of the light which but to contribute
first began to enrich ful Negro writers reach a large
Nespirituals
War,
you
Civil
If
the
Before
beyond the call of duty or make some great will rise to emulate their greatness.
thinking.
value
selves.
the
slow is not positive
he has and the sense of
of the English lang- public, and today their books are
already
poetry
the
example,
must
for
would get a true picture, you
and scaredness of human person- groes had,
in the slave often translated into the leading
consider the length of the road ality makes one realize that oth- written and published books. In uage. But very early
must European languages. Not even the
songs"
"sorrow
the
day,
these
years
Washington's
many
least
George
The
at
—
these must travel
ers have first claim or
notes
quavering
most bigoted Southerner cah any
their
sent
the
have
became
Wheatley
Phillis
bridged—
openings that must be
equal claim on the light. There black
words into the South- longer say that Negroes are unEngNew
heartfelt
in
and
poetess
known
best
climbcan
be
that
to
mountains
powers
many
The
are no human
of assimand treacherous stop the triumph of light, right land. In Benjamin Franklin's ern night after long hard days of cultured, or incapable
Dear Editor:
Cententreasurer of Howard University, was called ed — The deep many
our
When
culture.
death
ilating
When
toil.
calendarunrequited
scientist,
Negro
a
time,
placdesert
justice and the sacredness of huThe colored people in New York have a before an investigating committee by the streams and the
rolls
freedom
Negro
of
escape
nial
of
means
only
the
Benjamin
seemed
they can manity. They are powers greater maker and surveyor.
reat opportunity to keep way ahead of House of Representatives because it was es to be crossedthebefore
sang: around in 1963 our literature, and
slaves
the
bondage
lay
and
plan
from
to
of
helped
Banneker,
attention
the
determine
attact
than man — They
most people not only in subjects pertaining believed students were reading a book writ- even
our culture will be a firmly enout the capital city of Washing- Swing low, sweet chariot,
minds of men, to say nothing desires of men.
part of the general
trenched
me
carry
to Negroes but almost any subject, but ten by Rhys Williams, who was supposed the
to
for
Coming
War,
Civil
D. C. Before the
of reaching their desired goals.
These are two (2) persons dis- ton,
American culture.
.
home.
.
.
AidIra
color,
of
they don't seem to avail themselves of the to have been a Communist and Dr. Scott
Baltimorean
a
of
ride
the
and race prejudice appointed or hurt by
opportunities they have. The Countee Citlien said: "Unless that book is required reading, Race hatred
horsemen (1) those who
are the deep and treacherous these four
Library at 102-4 W. 136th St. has a fine the students do not any more concern them- streams. The feeling of superior- attempt to hinder their progress
selection of books but the people don't read selves about it than they would if it were ity with all of its false pride are and stop their arrival and (2)
to hasten their
them. The Schomburg Collection has the at the bottom of the Thomas River."
the steep and high mountains to thrise who attempt
have
third largest selection of any library in the
The Macomb's Bridge branch, 2650 he climbed. Sentiments and tradi- arY4val. It is only those whohorseride of the four
the
in
be
faith
to
chasms
deep
the
are
U. S. on colored people.
tions
Seventh ave., has about 90 children readers
wait
bridged and the time it takes to men and have the patience to
In fact, I have called on several curators and about 25 grownups. This is a sad
com- convince men that it is easier to for their arrival who will escape
ownership
throughout the country and they tell me mentary on the Negroes who live in the
The big executives over at Gen- pi, our future would be secure. to be to broaden the
reason
give up the past than it is to at. being hurt or disappointed.
there are about 55,000 books written on Ne- neighborhood. In fact the library is
eral Motors must put themselves We are alviays clamoring for base of vast company. The
housed 4minimiti11111111111irmnrrninmintimiiii1111111111411MmiiimittmtvniimommimunormtwilintiMIIIMIIIM to sleep these days not by count- more education for t h e Negro. given by the Ford Foundation for
groes, about two-thirds of them are written in the Harlem River project which has
come
ing sheep hurdling a fence but by While I agree that we could use the sale is that the time has
by white people and about three-fifths of about 3,000 persons. There is a Dunbar
apt.
the more, I wonder if the color-crazy to diversfy the investments of the
down
racing
Fords
counting
them are poorly done but they are not read which has about the same number and
conthere
highway. In the last few weeks whites do most need education in Foundation which up to now
anywhere.
is the Colonial Park project which has about
sists principally of Ford stock.
the Fords have cornered the at- a far worse way.
Dr. Benjamin Mays, president of More- the same. Therefore, they should,
do not
tention of the American public. Since it is agreed that stupidity This sounds all right but I
have at
considerations
house University, Atlanta, Ga., says: "Stu- least a couple thousand readers. It may
other
that
doubt
produces
abject
of
born
bound
are
These Ford headlines
be
decision.
dents don't read books unless they have to that the Macomb Library may have to
to reflect themselves in the mar- these race hating white extremists, played a part inthe
close
Anyway, we know that when
do with their subjects." Some years ago down if it doesn't get more
any contributiort to education
place.
ket
readers.
stock in
Dr. Emmett J. Scott at that time secretaryThe Fords, the royal family of such as Ford's may ultimately thousands of citizens own
L. F. COLES.
are inclined to
motordom, seem to be bent upon help in some degree to lessen the a company they
•
themselves. By
frhe "Buddy System
I suggest 24-hour police pro- no pool our money to help each
making as much history in this racial strife of our times. Any- do business with
base
ownership
the
broadening
thought.
good
a
is
it
way,
in
Dear Editor: From what I can tection for Trumbull Park, using other in a broad way.
generation as the family did
Grandpa Ford would no doubt and giving all those who want to
Uncle
of
understand, we are having trou- the 'buddy system' of colored and
days
pioneering
the
Why can't 16 million people
part of the
ble trying to live in various Chi- white officers patrolling the area,
Henry. Grandpa might have con- approve the action of the Ford buy a chance to own
come
together
and
the Ford
put
up
Company,
to
one
Motor
expedite
equality
Ford
for
but
both
department
ragift
in
Foundation
cago communities- As citizens we
sidered some of the new deals
opening
dollar each for the purpose of
should be able to live where we cial groups. — J. L. Evans.
questionable but he certainly I am not so sure that he would Foundation officials are
•••
throng of convast
a
for
door
the
in
stock
sell
to
plan
the
for
desire, without hindrance.
vote
buying homes for one another,
grand
the
applauded
have
would
have a new
I understand there are some 'spool Our Money„
and anywhere a person desires
manner of the modern operation. the company to outsiders. As far sumers who will
to the Ford proNegro families in Trumbull Park
to live. In this way all will be
He believed in doing things in a back as I can remember, the Ford reason ftir Loyalty
legefed was full of stories about the ducts. Providing for the public
and I would like to make this sugDear Editor: As a reader of helped and not burdened down
big way.
Co., is good
gestion to eliminate the inva- your great paper, I would like with a big debt. — H. WashingThe staggering half a billion slickers on Wall Street who were ownership of the Ford
kind of pub.
sion of Negro homes,
to know why we, as a race, can- ton, Oxford, Minn.
dollar handout of the Ford Foun- forever cooking schemes to steal business and the best
dation for the noble causes of edu- the company away from its right- lic relations.
family is get.
cation and health represented capi- ful owner, Uncle Henry himself. Perhaps the Ford
grand assault
talism in its shining hour. Nothing As I say, this was a part of the ting set to make a
created
empire
industrial
the
upon
but
recall
I
that
lore
and
legend
up
cross
to
could be calculated
Motors. Perhaps we
the philosophy of the Communists I don't know the sources of the by General
are witnessing the beginning of a
pliance. They heye in effect left equal" doctrine — the cornerstone
any more effectively than this stories.
iir Crow's Dying Days
S
Motor
new kind of total warfare between
Ford
the
at
deal
new
The
one
by
to lower courts the determina- of the segregation system — Is
possible
fabulous gift made
Jim Crow, a decrepit fellow tion as to whether reasonable and
been engineer- industrial giants for supremacy
has
which
modern
Company
oi
giants
corporate
the
of
in
all facilities supported by
is
whose years are clearly number- conscientious efforts are being dead
America. The profit motive does ed by Henry Ford's grandson has in motordom. If this motive
the
of
taken another rough beat- made to carry out t h e spirit of public funds. There was, it Is
action
ed,as
h
recent
the
inspiring
handsomely.
off
paid
apparently
essen
the
not necessarily destroy
n-w clear, nothing unique about
the ears
ing at the hands of the U. S. Su- the desegregation rulings.
tial humanity of those who make At least the figures released by Ford family, we who buy
the patths
set
It
school
decision.
Court.
the battle with
preme
welcome
Commisshould
Exchange
Securities
the
the
to
said
is
whatever
profits,
the
One of these days the courts tern si the American future.
In a series of unanimous actions
sion indicate that no one is living great glee.
contrary notwithstanding.
will
have to face the problem of
ie are a long way from total
quart's
the nation's highest tribunal has
Of all the noble causes which in fear of want in the environs of You can buy in some
affirmed lower-court decisions out- intransigent areas that refuse to rebel yells against the desegregeeconomic support, none is Dearborn. The earnings of Gen- now with almost nothing doom
need
Gener
laying segregation in public parks reconcile themselves to the new tlo• movement—and the rebels
more important than education. I eral Motors are larger because the Should these titans tangle,
how- are by no means confined to the
w
and playgrounds. At the same facts of life. In the interim,
believe a finer contribution company itself is larger but any Motors and Ford, in a total
don't
taken Souta. But a new generation of
may
time
the
of
supremacy,
ratio
for
the
of
comparison
our
in
true
pe.ce
time it has reversed two lower- ever, big changes will have
to
made
be
could
court decisions which sanctioned place—as they already have in Americans is growing up in a new
time than to give every Missis- profits to the dollars invested whee we will be able to g
the
schools—and
go
Southern
members
Its
many
climate.
pubnational
from
the exclusion of Negroes
a scholarship to a first would indicate that there has been new gas buggy for nothi
sippian
process of desegregation will have placidly to schools with Negro
lic golf courses.
rate institution of higher learning. plenty of genus it work in the now and nothing much
gained a momentum of its .vin. children, and serve side by side
am shorting from th
If we could get rid of 'those lily- Ford comliany.
As is the historic school segreany with Negroes in our armed servea Ford, fight
seems
fight
deal
new
this
of
Mississippart
A
in
ignoramuses
white
STORY."
gation ease, the justices have de- The new actions remove
"T'S A RIPPIN' GOOD
-but- ices.
Wined to set a timetable for corn- doubt that the "separate
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1955's Top News Events Pass In Camera Review.

GUS COURTS, Belzoni, Miss.,
grocer and NAACP leader,
rested in Mound Bayou hospital after unsuccessful attempt
to kill him. Incident further
put national spotlight on cur-

MRS. POPPY Cannon White
leaves St. Martin's P.E. church
in New York following funeral
services for her husband, Walter White, NAACP executive

secretary. The 61-y e a r-old
fighter for human rights had
died suddenly of coro ii a r y
thrombosis. He lived to see his
life long battle far equal rights
for Negro citizens climaxed in

Edna. Standing are Killer
Johnson, a co-trainer, a n d
Truman K. Gibson, jr-, secretary, International Boxing
club. Sugar first won the
crown by TKO over Jake La-

Motta; lost it to Randy Tut'.
pin and regained it by TKO
over Turpin; retired, then
came out of retirement to take
crown by lenocking out Carl
Bobo Olson.

DAILY DEFENDER, to be introduced to Chicago Feb. 6,
1954, is announced by Chicago Defender Editor and Publisher John H. Sengstacke (2nd
from left) at Defender 50th An-

niversary celebration in Chicago's Orchestra Hall. In photo, Dr. Edward J. Sparling,
Roosevelt university; S e n gstacke; Milton Wolfe of the U.
S. Treasury Department and

T. K. Gibso n, sr., examine
Treasury Department's highest award. presented S e n gstacke at the observance for
his outstanding aid to bond
sales.

Daytona Beach, Fla. Mrs. Bethune was buried in Daytona
Reach behind the home che
willed to the Bethune Founds-

AT AFL-CIO merger, top union leaders clasp hands in
symbol of labor unity. Left to
right in New York, George
Meaney, newly elected presi-

dent of the combined federa•
tin; A. Philip Randolph, prep
ident, Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters, and Willard S.
Townsend, president, United
Transport Service Employes,

boas elected vice presidents;
and Walter P. Reuther, former
head of CIO, also a vice president and head of the Industrial
Union Council.

BOBBY GRIER (center) gets
backing from teammates, as
they show what they thought
of Georgia Gov. Marvin Grit.
fin's threat to block Georgia
Tech from playing in New Orleans in Sugar Bowl Jan. 2, if

the University of Pittsburgh
Negro player was a member
of the squad. The Governor
got little backing in his antiNegro stand. Georgia Tech students rioted and hung him in
effigy and the University of

Pittsburgh agein stated Grier
would eat, sleep, practice and
play With the team. Georgia
Regents finally adopted a racial policy that would let Tech
play in the howl.

ping at the Moulin Rouge la
Las Vegas. Joe was an official
at t h e hostelry, which since
has closed.

the Supreme Court decision
which outlawed racial segregation in public schools. Roy
Wilkins succeeded him as the
NAACP executive secretary.

SUGAR RAY Robinson stages
comeback of the year in becoming the first man ever to
win the middleweight boxing
championship three times. In
photo, be celebrates at a Chicago night spot with his wife,

BR'NDRBDIS wait In line to
pass bier of Mrs. Mary Mc
Leed Bethune, beloved educator and leader who founded
Bethuot-Cookman college

rent terror reign and economic squeeze against Negroes in
Mississippi. Inset: Miss Sayannah.Luton, who witnesse4 the
shooting but failed to get license of assassins' car.

(ion, which she created to carry on her work for youth of
the nation. In fore grlund (left)
are members of the Moral Re.

THE SALK POLIO vaccine
proved itself in 1955 as a highly effective fighter against infantile paralysis. The children
in this photo are symbolic of
youngsters all over the country who will benefit from the

•

use of the vaccine in years to
come. Surgeon general Leonard A. Scheele declared last
week that this is the ideal time
for vaccinations to assure protection before the next polio
season.

THE BODY of J. E. Evansington, principal of Merigold
school, Merigold, Miss., was
fished from Long Lake, near
Drew, Miss, on Christmas eve.
He had been missing three or
four days. His neck was brok-

en and a peculiar mark encircled it. Evansington's death,
though not proven murder, fits
current pattern of terror
against Negroes in Mississippi

JOE LOUIS and his bride,
wealthy cosmetics manufacturer Rose Morgan, are surroundflied by well wishere following s
the Christmas Day marriage

it Miss Morgan's fashionable
St. Albans, N. Y. home. The
wading climaxed a romance
which blossomed last M a y
while Miss Morgan was stop-

Armament movement in Mild,
Dr. Bethune was highly interested More than 5,000 notables
attended the funeral.

DESEGREGATION in public
schools was rolling smoothly
in most points ir the U. S. in
1955. following Supreme Court
edict of May 17, 1)64, outlaw-

ing segregation in public
schools. This photo was made
at the Powell element ars,
school in Wssh;n gton,
('.,
wises Secretary if Agriculture

Ezra Taft Benson and Mrs.
Beeson vi-tted sixth gr a 11 e
classroom where their daughter, Flora Beth, is a papa. See-

retry Benson Is at rear fit
and Mrs. Menet.
is at his left. Flora Beth le
directly in front of her meals.

("IA scp-qm
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• Tenn. State Students Give Third Yule Dance

ITWASTENN.STATE
NIGHT at Memphis' Club Ebony last Tuesday night when
the Memphis Club, made up
of students attending Tennessee State university at Nash.

ville gave their third anual
With the
Christmas dance.
"State" lettering at her back,
Miss Rose raviness tries her
hand at the drums during Us-

termission. Music was furnish•
eti by the Bill Harvey band
more than 200 Nlemphians are
enrolled at the Nashville institution. (Newson Photos)

AN INVITATION was the en•
tre to the dance and here
Clarence Brown puts seal of
okay on Miss Violet Mitchell at
the doorway. Others seen,

reading from left are William
Ross, Curtis Garrison, Mi s s
Joyce MeAnulty, Faye Mitchell and James Butler. Charles
Jackson served as chairman of

the dance committee: Audrey
Mitchell, secretary; Willie J.
Tate, treasurer and Harold
Winfrey did the det.oratittos.
A decorating committee induct-

ed Thelma Fields, James Austin, Joyce McAnulty, Donald
Perry, Celestine and Harazine
Perryman, Joe Joyner and Or!ander Biggs.

A COKE FOR THE QUEEN is
what Miss Joyce McAnulty
gets here from State•ites Lonnie Hubbard, Rqbert Johnson
and Gilbert Fisher, who is
treasurer of the freshman
class. Miss McAnultv was

RIFFLING BILL HARVEY
probably wishes he could blow
himself up a trio like this
every time he steps mikeside
tor a solo. Enjoying the band-

leader's sweet notes are, from
left, Misses Anne Carnes Bartholomew, University of Dubuque student, and Thelma Braxton and Rose Thomas, Tennest

see State university room•
mates. Miss Bartholomew was
the Tr -State Defender first
Calendar girl.

AND THEN IT WAS TWO, 2
a.m, that is, and the big dance
that brought an overflow crowd
into the Beale Avenue night
spot was over. Donald Perry,
vice president of t h c sophomore Class at State and who
served as master of ceremon-

ies for the spirited "Staters'
Frolic" during the intermission, • helps Miss Johnnie
Branch, of Memphis, with her
coat. Students from many other colleges and universities
were guests of the Staters for
the annual dance. (Newson
Photos)

Tills

ONE OUT are
SITTING
Fred Valentine and MIss
Shirk* Westbrook., a junior
TWO STATE GRID STARS
chat with Miss Pearl Withers,
a Howard university sophomore who was visiting relatives-end Meads here in Mega-

pith. At left Is Robert "Mr.
Magician" -Crawford, former
Melrose High quartreback who
was running the State Tigers
this season. Faye Mitchell,
right, ovDouglas High school

elected Freshman Class Queen
and is also one of the attend.
ants to the University Queen.
She attended St. Anne High
School in Memphis before eat
tering Tennessee bast floptente
her.

star, was one of the top scorers
in the Tigers offensive tisfs
year. A number of hometown
fans saw them help beat Ken
tucky Stitt on Thanksgiving
Day.

at LeMoYne college where she
an attendant to the college
queen. Valentine, one of college football's hest passers in
1954, sat out the 199$ seesoe

atter suffering a shoulder is
jury hi a practise session.
Booker T. Wathinsion Hitt
graduate, he was feature.
throughout the Tennessee Stab
Homecoming publication an
hopes to quarterback t
Tigers to another big season I
1954-

